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**Introduction/ background**

In the Netherlands, routine mandatory school screening for scoliosis was abandoned in 2010 because the effectiveness and efficiency of the screening program was questioned. Due to canceling of the scoliosis screening program, detection of the scoliosis now depends on the ability of parents or acquaintances of the child to recognize their deformity. For trained health care workers, the sensitivity and specificity of the bending test varies from 46 to 84% and 78 to 93%, respectively. However, the ability to detect a scoliosis for untrained adults is unknown. Therefore, the aim of this study is to evaluate the ability to detect a scoliosis and determine the sensitivity of the bending test of a selected population in untrained adults.

**Objectives**

The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the ability of untrained adults to recognize a scoliosis in a selected population of scoliotic and non-scoliotic patients. We hypothesize that the external curve characteristics (Cobb angle or lumbar vs thoracic curves) influence the ability to recognize the scoliosis.

**Method**

The study is an observational cohort study. After obtaining informed consent, standardized photographs of scoliotic and non-scoliotic children were obtained in the upright and the Adam's forward bending test position. These pictures were used for a questionnaire including 28 pictures with different curve sizes and locations of the curve. Subsequently, 100 untrained adults and 120 health care professionals between 25-55 years were approached to complete the questionnaire. Statistical analysis was done using an independent-samples t-test.

**Results**

Untrained adults are less likely to recognize scoliosis then health care professionals. (62% vs. 72% p\<0,01) Sensitivity in curves from 10- 20 degrees is 49% and 64% (p\<0,01) for untrained adults and professionals , respectively. When the curves sizes are bigger the sensitivity increases; 65% vs. 73% (p\<0,01) for curves between 20-40 degrees and 75% vs. 83% (p\<0,01)for curves above 40 degrees. See Fig. 1. Thoracic curves above 40 degrees are all recognized, sensitivity is 99% vs. 100% for adults and professionals, respectively. Specificity is almost equal for untrained adults and health care professionals; 63% vs. 65%. False positives ratio is 36,75% vs. 35,215%.

**Conclusion**

Based on our findings untrained adults are less likely to recognize a scoliosis than health care professionals. Professionals are better able to recognize curves with a Cobb angle below 40 degrees compared to untrained adults. Consequently, scoliotic deformities in children are more likely to be detected in an advanced stage in the absence of a screening program.
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**Introduction**

One of the often reported observations in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is that the thoracic spine is longer anteriorly than posteriorly, most pronounced around the apex and the discs contribute more than the vertebral bodies. This so called relative anterior spinal overgrowth, or RASO, has been suggested as part of the etiologic mechanism of AIS. However, the role of the posterior spinal column and the lamina has so far not been elucidated, and, therefore, it remained unclear whether this anterior-posterior length discrepancy is the result of relative anterior lengthening or relative posterior shortening.

**Objective**

To define the discrepancy of the three-dimensional CT measured anterior-posterior length of the spinal column in idiopathic scoliosis versus controls.

**Methods**

IRB approval and patient consent was obtained. Consecutive series of high-resolution pre-operative CT scans of 80 moderate to severe AIS patients (Cobb angle: 46-109°) and scans of 30 non-scoliotic age-matched controls were analyzed. The height of the anterior and posterior vertebral bodies and discs, as well as the height of the laminae, interlaminar spaces, spinous processes and interspinous spaces of the thoracic curve, and corresponding levels in controls, were measured semi-automatically in the true mid sagittal plane of each individual vertebra.

**Results and discussions**

In AIS, the anterior height of the vertebral bodies and discs of the thoracic curve was 3.6±2.8% longer as compared to the posterior height, 2.0±6.1% longer than the length along the laminae and 8.7±7.1% longer than the length along the spinous processes and differed from controls (controls: -2.7±2.4%, -7.4±5.2% and +0.7±7.8%; p\<0.001), with the non-osseous structures contributing significantly more to the length discrepancies. In absolute lengths, the anterior side of the disc of the thoracic curve was higher in AIS (5.4±0.8 mm) than controls (4.8±1.0 mm; p\<0.001), whereas the interspinous space was smaller in AIS (12.3±1.4 mm versus 14.0±1.6 mm; p\<0.001) and the absolute lengths of the osseous parts differed not significantly between AIS and controls.

**Conclusions and significance**

The true three-dimensional anterior-posterior length discrepancy of the scoliotic thoracic curves occur through both anterior column lengthening as well as posterior column shortening, with the facet joints as the fulcrum. In moderate to severe AIS, the vertebral bodies contribute partly to the anterior-posterior length discrepancy accompanied by more significant and possibly secondary increased anterior intervertebral discs height.
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**Introduction**

The cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying spinal deformity progression in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) remains poorly understood.

**Objectives**

To assess the contribution of circulating YKL-40 levels, a secreted glycoprotein encoded by chitinase 3-like 1 (CHI3L1) gene in AIS pathogenesis.

**Methods**

Plasma YKL-40 levels were determined by ELISA and SNPS were analyzed by multiplex polymerase chain reaction and genotyping. We genotyped 787 French-Canadian patients and 239 controls for 12 SNPs located in the CHI3L1 gene or its promoter. The occurrence of single polymorphisms, haplotypes and SNP-SNP interactions were statistically analyzed for association with disease risk, scoliosis severity phenotypes and endophenotypes as well as circulating YKL-40 levels. Functional effects of YKL-40 were tested on primary osteoblasts obtained from AIS patients by cellular dielectric spectroscopy assay.

**Results and discussion**

Plasma YKL-40 levels inversely correlates with the risk of spinal deformity progression in AIS. We observed a significant reduced risk of disease progression between eight SNPs (rs55700740, rs946259, rs880633, rs1538372, rs4950881, rs946261, rs946262 and rs10920576) associated with higher plasma YKL-40 levels. Circulating YKL-40 levels were also significantly increased in males classified in the first biological endophenotype (FG1) and associated with a non-severe scoliosis phenotype (\< 40°). Treatment with YKL-40 rescued Gi-coupled receptor signaling dysfunction observed in AIS osteoblasts.

**Conclusion and significance**

Collectively, our findings reveal a novel role for YKL-40 in AIS pathogenesis and provide a first molecular mechanism by which this glycoprotein could interfere with spinal deformity progression.
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**Introduction**

The etiology of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is largely unknown, but clinical observations revealed the role of hereditary and rapid growth in the development of this condition. More recently, several genes were suspected to cause or contribute to AIS. Our group identified gene variants of POC5 centriolar protein in a French and French-Canadian families with multiple members affected with AIS. We sought to expand on this study and to investigate for the role of POC5 gene and mutated protein.

Study design: The potential pathogenic effect of mutated POC5 was investigated in vitro (cell culture) and in vivo in a zebrafish animal model.

**Methods**

To investigate the role of POC5 in AIS, we investigated subcellular localization of POC5 with respect to cilia in cells overexpressing wt or POC5 variants (C1286T, A429V) and in human osteoblasts from scoliotic patients carrying these POC5 variants and normal control cells (in vitro study) . We also created a loss-of-function model in zebrafish (in vivo study). The role of POC5 was investigated by: 1) mass spectroscopy analysis and co-immunoprecipitation to identify differences in binding partners between the wild-type (wt POC5 and mut POC5 protein; 2) immunolocalization of POC5 wt and mut proteins at the cellular level; 3) histology and immunohistochemistry performed on tissues from wt (control) and scoliotic (poc5 mut) zebrafish.

**Results**

Our work identified several interacting partners with POC5, and documented functional connections with respect to cilia and centrosome dysfunction. A number of ciliary proteins were identified to be interacting with wt POC5 but not mut POC5. At the cellular level, localization and co-localisation of wt POC5 and mut POC5 protein with alpha acetylated tubulin (cilia marker), confirmed the consequence of the mutation on subcellular location with respect to cilium structure, length and staining intensity of cilia. In vivo, several defects in the retina were identified in mut poc5 zebrafish compared wt zebrafish. Finally, using different markers for retinal layers and acetylated tubulin, the defects were localized in ganglion cell layer and cones of the retina.

**Conclusion**

Our findings confirm the involvement of POC5 in scoliosis. A role of POC5 with respect to the primary cilia was attributed. These findings open new avenues for the understanding the primary causes of AIS at the molecular and physiological levels.
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**Introduction**

The measurement of body height (BH) is a part of clinical evaluation of children with idiopathic scoliosis (IS) as its progression is defined based on the observation of the growth spurt. The reliability of the height assessment may be limited by the measurement error. One of the sources of measurement error could be physiological diurnal variation of body height.

**Objective**

The aim of the study was to assess diurnal variation of body height in children with idiopathic scoliosis.

**Methods**

The study included 98 consecutive non-operatively treated patients with IS (82 females, 16 males, age 9-18 years, mean 14.4±1.8, Cobb 10°-52°, mean 21.2°±9.9). There were 22 patients with right thoracic (T), 35 with left thoracolumbar (TL), 20 with left lumbar (L) and 21 with double-curve thoracic and lumbar (DTL) scoliosis. BH was measured using a wall-mounted stadiometer in standardized standing and sitting positions. The measurements were performed 4 times a day: (1) just after getting-up between 7:00 and 8:00 - M1; (2) between 11:00 and 12:00 - M2; (3) between 15:00 and 16:00 - M3 and (4) between 19:00 and 20:00 - M4. All measurements were performed by the same observer. The subjects did not participate in any type of therapy or physical activity during the day of measurements.

**Results**

A significant BH decrease was observed for the entire group of patients: 164.7 ±10.7 cm (M1) vs. 164.2 ±10.7 cm (M2) vs. 164.1 ±10.6 cm (M3) vs. 164.0 ±10.7 cm (M4), p\<0.001 and 85.9 ±5.6 cm (M1) vs. 85.5 ±5.7 cm (M2) vs. 85.3 ±5.6 cm (M3) vs. 85.2 ±5.5 cm (M4), p\<0.001 for the standing and sitting position, respectively. The daily differences in BH ranged from +3.0 cm to -4.0 cm and from +2.5 cm to -1.5 cm, for standing and sitting, respectively. The highest BH decrease was observed between measurements performed just after getting-up (7:00-8:00) and measurements carried out in the evening (19:00-20:00). For standing, the mean height loss was 0.72 cm (±0.7), which equals 0.43% of initial standing height, while for sitting the mean height decrease was 0.69 cm (±0.7) which stated 0.79% of initial sitting height. The same pattern of BH changes was observed for T, TL, DTL (standing and sitting, p\<0.001) and L (standing, p\<0.001). Only BH measured in sitting position in patients with L the differences were insignificant (86.4 ±6.3 cm vs. 86.1 ±6.4 cm vs. 85.9 ±6.4 cm vs. 86.1 ±6.4 cm, p=0.09).

**Conclusions and significance**

The body height decreased in children and adolescents with IS during daytime. Due to diurnal body height variation the time of the day should be recorded when measuring patients with idiopathic scoliosis.
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**Introduction**

Commonly used clinical or radiographic methods including Risser sign, digital skeletal age (DSA) score, TW3 score, are inadequate or too complex for rapid application in a busy clinic setting. CVM stage (Fig. 1) is commonly used in Orthodontics but was less acknowledged in studies of spinal growth.

**Objective**

To investigate if the CVM stages could be used as an alternative option compared to Risser sign in determining PHV.

**Methods**

This is a retrospective longitudinal study. AIS patients were included with the following inclusion criteria: female, age between 9 to 16 y/o, have full spine images with clear visibility of cervical spine. AIS patients for growth validation also need more than 4 follow-ups with interval of at least 6 months Patients with clinical evidence of neurological abnormality or unclear Risser sign were excluded. Reliability test of CVM stage was performed at first with a fellow and a resident. The relationship between CVM and Risser sign was analyzed. The stature, arm span, spinal length, spinal height and pelvic height were measured at each follow-up, the growth velocity of each parameter were also calculated. The velocity at each CVM stage was compared.

**Results**

170 AIS patients were included for the first analysis (mean age 10.62 y/o). The distribution of CVM stage and Risser sign is shown in Fig. 1. The CVM stages were found to correlate strongly with Risser sign (r=0.85, p\<0.01). In Risser 0 patients with open triradiate cartilage (TC), 39% was CVM 2 and 22% CVM 3; In Risser 0 patients with closed TC, 71% was CVM 3. 32 patients were included for growth validation study. The growth velocity of stature averaged 5.4 cm/yr in CVM 2 patients and 6.3cm/yr in CVM 3 patients, significantly larger than that in CVM 4 patients (3.3cm/yr, both p\<0.001); similarly, the growth velocity of arm span and spinal length were also significantly higher in CVM 3 patients (6.2cm/yr and 4.0cm/yr). 68% patients showed CVM 3 at the time of PHV. The higher ratio of spinal length vs. pelvic height in CVM 3 also indicated the high growth velocity.

**Conclusion**

The new CVM stage could provide an alternative option for the assessment of skeletal maturity

of subjects with idiopathic scoliosis. The index needs to be subjected to further multicenter validation in different ethnic groups.

**Significance**

This study revealed a new parameter to assess the maturity status in adolescents.

Fig. 1 (abstract O6).Schematic of CVM stage and the distribution of CVM/Risser Stage in the cohort
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**Introduction**

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a three-dimensional spinal deformity mostly affecting girls during pubertal growth without clear etiology and pathogenesis. More than 30% of AIS patients have systemic low bone mass which is a prognostic factor for curve progression. Cumulative evidences have suggested systemic low bone mass as one of the potential pathomechanisms. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that there is a cross talk between curve progression and bone metabolism. Current understanding is mainly from the case-control study between control subjects and AIS patients as a whole. In this study, we hypothesize that AIS patients with mild and severe curve severities may also exhibit different serum bone metabolic profile.

**Objectives**

In this cross-sectional study, mild and severe cases were recruited to compare their serum bone metabolic markers levels and to study their correlation profile among anthropometric parameters and serum markers respectively.

**Methods**

33 mild and 50 severe AIS girls (age of 15.00 ± 1.04, 14.96 ± 1.81) were recruited. Patients in the cohort were ethnic Chinese and confirmed AIS excluding other known metabolic bone diseases. Anthropometric parameters were measured with standard stadiometry techniques. Six selective serum markers including bone lining cells activator parathyroid hormone, osteogenesis inhibitor sclerostin and dickkopf-1, osteoclastogenesis regulator osteoprotegerin and osteopontin, osteoblast marker osteocalcin were measured with Multiplex assay. Comparison study between groups and partial correlation analysis within each group were performed with SPSS.

**Results**

Mild and severe AIS subjects (Cobb angle of 24.64 ± 5.36°, 62.56 ± 12.95°) presented similar body weight, body mass index and Z-score of femoral neck BMD. Mild group had significantly lower level (p-value\<0.05) in OPG and PTH compared with the severe group. Severe group presented significant negative correlation pattern between anthropometric parameters and serum markers (e.g. BMD and OCN, BMD and OPN) which were not observed in mild group. Consistently, significant correlations (p-value\<0.01) between pairwise serum markers (e.g. DKK1 and OPG, SOST and OPG, PTH and OCN) were only found in the severe group.

**Conclusions and significance**

This is the first study demonstrating different serum bone metabolic markers and inconsistent correlations among anthropometric parameters and serum markers in AIS with stratification on curve severity. The different bone metabolic profiles between mild and severe groups suggest different bone metabolic status in AIS at later progression phase and point to the speculation that such difference may occur at early progression phase or even earlier. Further investigation with longitudinal dataset and larger sample size is warranted to delineate the dynamic change of bone metabolic profile in progressive and non-progressive groups, which will provide more insights into the pathomechanism.
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**Introduction**

Anterior Vertebral Growth Modulation (AVBGM) aims to gradually correct scoliosis, using the patient's growth, while preserving spine motion. One of the concerns is the risk of creating kyphosis.

**Objectives**

The first objective was to evaluate the 3D correction of scoliosis immediately after surgery to determine if 3D correction was achieved. The second objective was to characterize and analyse perioperative data. We hypothesize that 3D correction can be achieved without significant changes in the sagittal plane.

**Methods**

In this prospective developmental study we reviewed the clinical, perioperative and radiological prospectively collected data of the first 59 patients who received the AVBGM at our institution. The preoperative and 1^st^ erect visit (FE) data were analyzed. Computerized measurements were done on reconstructed 3D spine radiographs. Means, standard deviation and paired t test of specific parameters were calculated.

**Results and discussions**

All 59 patients were skeletally immature (mean age 11.8 yo). Mean operative time was 178 min with an EBL of 215 ml. Tethering was done on an average of 7.4 vertebral levels. Cobb angle was 49.7°±10.4° preoperatively and 29.6°±10,5° at the FE visit. In the sagittal plane, kyphosis was unchanged (27.7°±15.3° preoperatively and 28.2°±13.8° at the FE visit (p=0.743). The mean segmental derotated kyphosis (TrueKyphosis) of T5-T12 was 5.8°±11.3° preoperatively and 12.1°±11.7° at the FE visit (p\<0.001). In the transverse plane, apical vertebral rotation of 13.0°±4.9° was corrected to 10.1°±6.6° postoperatively (p\<0.001). The scoliosis research society-30 self-reported outcome questionnaire (SRS-30) showed an increased satisfaction with the management, even if pain was increased and function diminished.

**Conclusions and significance**

AVBT offers a significant correction in the coronal and transverse planes immediately post-op. Although the correction was achieved through an anterior compression approach, there was no impact on the kyphosis of the patient. As expected, changes in the segmental TrueKyphosis are probably related to the coupling effect of derotation and coronal correction of the deformity more than actual kyphosis generation. A long-term follow-up of this population will be needed to appreciate this technique's potential.
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**Introduction**

Anterior Vertebral Body Growth Modulation (AVBGM) is a recent fusionless technique aiming to correct scoliosis during growth. Vertebrae are instrumented on the curve's convex side using a flexible cable attached to vertebral screws to apply compressive forces, modulating growth. Surgical planning remains empirical regarding instrumented levels and cable tensioning. A patient-specific finite element model (FEM) of pediatric scoliosis integrating growth was previously developed to simulate the AVBGM installation, growth and growth modulation effect, and was tested on a few cases to assess the feasibility.

**Objectives**

To further assess the FEM, and biomechanically evaluate 3D correction of AVBGM, as well as the simulated stresses applied on growth plates.

**Methods**

75 patients instrumented with AVBGM were consecutively recruited. A patient-specific FEM was generated from the patient's 3D reconstruction using calibrated bi-planar radiographs. The FEM allows the simulation of the AVBGM device installation, as well as the growth and growth modulation effect due to gravitational and AVBGM compressive forces. Intra-operative lateral decubitus position was simulated to evaluate the intra-operative positioning relative contribution on immediate post-operative correction. Stresses applied on growth plates and intervertebral discs were computed and correction indices were measured in the coronal, sagittal and transverse planes for immediate, 1 year and 2 years' post-operative results (Cobb angles, kyphosis/lordosis angles, apical axial rotation, spinal height T1-L5).

**Results**

The simulated lateral decubitus reduced Cobb angles on average by 30% over an average total correction of 43% for immediate post-operative correction, showing that the majority of curve correction was achieved by intra-operative positioning. Immediate post-operative Cobb angles were simulated within 4° compared to actual results, and 5° for kyphosis/lordosis angles and axial apical rotation. The difference between convex and concave sides forces applied on the apical vertebra was decreased on average by 39% on growth plates and 46% on intervertebral discs in asymmetric loadings. For patients with 1 year (51 patients) and 2 years (40 patients) follow-up, correction results were predicted within 5° for Cobb angles, 5° for kyphosis/lordosis angle, 4° for apical axial rotation and \<8 mm (± 2%) for spinal height.

**Conclusions and significance**

This study demonstrated the clinical usefulness of numerical simulations for the AVBGM fusionless device to simulate its 3D corrective effect with clinically relevant accuracy and within the precision range of clinical measurements. By allowing pre-operative simulation on the AVBGM corrective effects on immediate and 2 years post-surgery correction, the FEM could be used to rationalize surgical planning.
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**Introduction**

The importance of sagittal spino-pelvic alignment for posture and upright human spinal biomechanics, and its role in the etio-pathogenesis of different spinal pathologies is well recognized. In human evolution, morphological changes of the pelvis are believed to be a crucial step forward towards pertinent bipedalism. Objective: To provide a comparison of sagittal pelvic morphology within the superfamily of *Hominoidea*.

**Methods**

Computed tomographic images of four human-like primates from the superfamily of *Hominoidae* (apes) and two early *Hominins* (*Australopithecus afarensis* and *Homo ergaster*) were acquired and compared to modern *Homo sapiens*. Semi-automatic analyses were performed, using previously validated image processing techniques, to measure the ischio-iliac angle and the pelvic incidence.

**Results**

Ischio-iliac angle and pelvic incidence increased from 1° and 27° in human-like primates, to 22° and 33° in early *Hominins*, to 19° and 39° in modern human children and 26° and 48° in modern human adults, respectively.

**Conclusion and significance**

By comparison of sagittal pelvic morphology within the superfamily of *Hominoidea,* we have the perspective that in the course of human evolution, development of a lordosis between the ischium and ilium, and the consequent increase in pelvic incidence allowed for ambulation in a fully upright position while maintaining the lever arm of the ischial musculature*.*
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**Introduction**

A nickel-titanium (SNT) rod was engineered to be highly malleable below 20°C and maximally superelastic after austenite phase transformation at 37°C. Its shape-memory properties enable progressive correction during austenite phase transformation. Its strain-stress curve has a wide superelastic plateau enabling relatively constant corrective forces and post-instrumentation correction improvement from tissues relaxation. A pilot clinical trial using SNT rod in AIS instrumentation has been completed with comparable efficacy results to conventional titanium rods, but little biomechanical investigation has been done on how to maximally utilize the shape-memory and superelastic properties for deformity correction.

**Objectives**

To investigate the correction and stress level at the bone-implant interface and in the shape-memory SNT rod in AIS instrumentation.

**Methods**

The computational study was performed using biomechanical models of 7 thoracic AIS patients. The main thoracic Cobb angles (MT) were 43°--76° and thoracic kyphosis (TK) 7°--12°. We alternately simulated instrumentations using pedicle screws and SNT (at 18°C and 37°C), titanium (Ti) and cobalt-chrome (CoCr) rods. The independent variables were the rod diameter (5.5 and 6 mm), pre-designed rod bending angle (30° and 40°) and rod derotation angle (90° and 110°). The simulated correction maneuvers were rod reduction and rod derotation. For a total of 224 virtual instrumentations, the resulting MT and forces in the rods and at bone-screw interfaces were computed and compared.

**Results**

Simulated MT correction (curve reduction) by SNT rod was on average -12° (before the austenite phase transformation) and improved to -26° (after the phase transformation), vs. -31° (Ti rod) and -34° (CoCr rod). The associated bending moments throughout the rods were 1.4, 3.4, 4.6, and 6 Nm on average, while the average bone-screw forces were 19, 45, 62 and 74 N. Larger SNT rod diameter or pre-designed bending angle increased TK by about 5° without changing MT correction, but larger SNT rod derotation improved the MT correction by -5°. Peak bending moments in SNT rods were 7--16 Nm; only in SNT rods of larger diameter, rod bending and derotation angles, were peak bending moments (11--16 Nm) above the threshold bending (8 and 10 Nm for 5.5 and 6 mm diameter SNT rods) for the SNT rod to work in the superelastic domain.

**Conclusions and significance**

This study elucidated scoliosis correction mechanisms using SNT rods and demonstrated that SNT rods allowed lower forces during initial rod reduction and derotation, and provided *in situ* progressive correction through the subsequent austenite phase transformation. With the selection of certain SNT rod parameters, it is possible to achieve similar MT correction as with Ni and CoCr rods, but with the advantage to work in the superelastic plateau of their strain-stress curve, which could possibly provide further post-instrumentation correction after tissue relaxation.
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**Introduction**

Previous studies reported the association between adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) and low bone mass and poor bone health. Cross-talk between bone and muscle was recently described receiving wide attention and can potentially shed lights on the nature of poor bone health and its role in the etiopathogenesis of AIS. In spite of this and to the best of our knowledge, studies on both bone and muscle parameters and their correlation in AIS have not been reported in the literature.

Objectives: To investigate the correlation between handgrip strength and bone qualities (volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD), bone geometry, trabecular bone micro-architecture) and bone mechanical properties in girls with AIS versus age- matched normal girls.

**Methods**

142 AIS girls and 247 non-AIS girls aged 12-14 years old were recruited. Maximum handgrip strength was measured with a standard dynamometer and bone qualities of non-dominant distal radius were measured by high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT). Bone mechanical properties were assessed by Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Partial correlation was used to control confounding from age, arm span and weight in data analysis.

**Results and discussions**

In non-AIS girls and after adjustment for confounders, handgrip strength was positively correlated with bone area (R = 0.17, p = 0.01 in cortical area and R = 0.24, p \< 0.001 in trabecular area) and bone mechanical properties (R = 0.25 in stiffness and R = 0.24 in failure load, both p \< 0.001), but not correlated with vBMD and trabecular bone micro-architecture. In contrast for AIS girls, handgrip strength was positively correlated with cortical area (R = 0.22, p \< 0.01), cortical thickness (R = 0.19, p=0.03), and bone mechanical properties (stiffness, failure load and apparent modulus, R = 0.22 -- 0.33, all p \< 0.05) but negatively correlated with structure model index (R = -0.18, p = 0.04), which reflects the trabecular plate-rod ratio.

**Conclusions and significance**

This study indicated unique correlation patterns between bone qualities and handgrip strength in AIS as distinct from controls. This finding suggests the characteristic bone-muscle cross talk in AIS could play an important role in the etiopathogenesis of AIS. Further longitudinal studies to investigate if handgrip strength can be used as a surrogate for bone parameters and the role of handgrip strength in predicting curve progression in AIS are warranted.
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**Introduction**

In Idiopathic scoliosis, improper mechanical forces acting on the spine lead to biomechanical and physiological alterations along the trunk segment. Two or three dimensional surface topographic methods or visual assessment scales based on the projection and observation of the back are commonly used methods for evaluating various aspects of the scoliotic deformity. But there is no clear evidence that the observational trunk deformity scales actually reflect the deformity, itself.

**Objectives**

The main objective of this prospective investigation was to evaluate the ability of the Walter Reed Visuel Assessment Scale (WRVAS) to reflect scapular positional fault in patients with scoliosis.

**Methods**

Sixty idiopathic scoliosis patients with a mean age of 14.5 (range, 10 to 17 years) were included in the study. The patients divided into four groups (15 person for each) represent degrees of severity of the scapular rotations on WRVAS: level 2, level 3, level 4 and level 5 (maximum severity). Scapular rotations on the WRVAS scale were compared with three-dimensional scapular kinematics assessment by electromagnetic tracking system. The position and orientation of the scapula including internal/external rotation, posterior/anterior tilting, and downward/upward rotation was evaluated. Kruskal Wallis and Bonferonni-Dunn post hoc tests were performed for statistical comparisons.

**Results and discussion**

The mean magnitudes of the thoracic curve and lumbar curve were 31.1° ± 8.9 and 28.5° ± 9.1, respectively. The main findings are that convex scapular internal/external rotation showed changes between level 2 and level 4 groups (p=0.001). Concave scapular upward/downward rotation showed changes between both level 2 and level 4 (p\<0.001), and level 2 and level 5 (p\<0.001) groups. There was no difference between any two groups for other scapular parameters.

**Conclusion and significance**

The present results shows that measurement of scapular rotation with WRVAS may not reflect actual scapular positional fault. One thing is that the scale seems to include only convex side scapular rotation assessment, however altered scapular position was obtained for concave side, as well. Other thing that there was no difference obtained between groups in terms of three-dimensional scapular kinematics in resting, except for level 2 and level 4 severity groups. Our data suggest that the subjectively derived WRVAS may not be used as a surrogate for the objectively determined scapular positional fault with three-dimensional kinematic analysis in idiopathic scoliosis.
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**Introduction**

Idiopathic scoliosis (IS) is a structural deformity of the human spine. Males and females are affected by the disease but the classic case is an adolescent female during puberty, who is healthy with normal development until the induction of scoliosis. It is theorized that the immature developing spine is susceptible to deformation during growth.^1^ This study evaluates early biomechanical factors in the induction phase of IS.

**Objective**

The main hypothesis of this pilot study is: there will be observable differences in sagittal harmony and vertebral morphology between normal and early IS affected vertebra on MR imaging.

**Methods**

The criteria for controls and those with early onset IS were established in order to conduct a search for prospective patients. IS group: Inclusion criteria- subjects with early on-set scoliosis diagnosis (diagnosed at or before the age of 12 years), a Cobb angle under 40° and no neurosurgical abnormality. Control group: Inclusion criteria- no known musculoskeletal disorders and age matched to patients in the IS group. After the search was conducted, study team members screened the patient's medical records and imaging. Twenty patients, ten for the IS and ten for the control groups were identified and their XR and MR images were qualitatively analyzed. A record of the sagittal balance, sagittal harmony and vertebral morphology were made for IS affected and control patients.

**Results and conclusions**

The sagittal balance is negative in nearly all IS patients; it is consistently positive in control patients. In the IS group, spinal harmony is consistently lost; it is consistently maintained in the control group. Sagittal wedging was not seen in the control group but was observed in two patients in the IS affected group; aged 8 and 12 years old. In all cases of control patients, the vertebral corners were perfectly symmetrical on coronal and sagittal images. In IS patients the vertebral morphology remained intact until about 5 years of age and was changed from 6 years up to 12 years old. Vertebral corner morphology and sagittal wedging indicate that the observed phenomena may not present at an early age but is seen later in IS progression. The deformities observed in the patients with IS are regional and not global across the spine.

**Significance**

We propose a Heuter-Volkmann effect in the induction phase of early IS. In susceptible individuals, the hypothesis that stress from vertical loading forces on the middle column vertebral end plates results in growth irregularities is supported.
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**Introduction**

Proper scapular biomechanics have been shown to be necessary for normal shoulder function during functional activities. Altered scapular kinematics was reported in patients with idiopathic scoliosis (IS) in several studies; however, there is no study about the relationships between scapular dyskinesis and upper extremity functions in individuals with IS.

**Objectives**

The aim of this study was to investigate upper extremity functions in IS patients, who have scapular dyskinesis.

**Methods**

Adolescents with moderate IS were evaluated with Observational Clinical Assessment of Scapular Dyskinesis method during shoulder elevation by a blinded evaluator, first. The evaluator categorized the scapular motion of all subjects to determine the presence of dyskinesis and 60 adolescents with scapular dyskinesis (mean age: 14.1 ± 1.8 years) included in this study. Disabilities Arm Shoulder and Hand (Quick-DASH) questionnaire was used for the assessment of upper limb functions.

**Results and discussion**

Among those patients with scoliosis 23 had double curves (38.35%) and 37 had single curves (61.7%). Average Cobb angle was 27.6° ± 6.5° (20° to 45°) for thoracic region, 25.2° ± 6.5° (10° to 40°) for lumbar region and 28.1° ± 7° (20° to 41°) for TL region. The For the DASH questionnaire, the mean score was 9.5 ± 7.3 points out of 100 (0 to 32.0). According to DASH cut off scores to determine the severity of upper extremity functional limitation, 44 patients (73.3%) had no difficulties in activities of daily living, whereas 16 patients (26.7%) had some. The difficulties were primarily in carrying weight or a backpack, washing back, studying and recreational activities, which require little effort.

**Conclusion and significance**

This study shows that IS patients, who have scapular dyskinesis are not likely to have upper extremity functional limitations during daily life. Further studies are warranted to determine whether observed scapular kinematic alterations in IS affect upper extremity functions in long term, such as decades.
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**Introduction**

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) is associated with low bone mass which has been reported to be an independent and significant prognostic factor for curve progression in AIS. Given that AIS subjects have low serum 25(OH)Vit-D levels and low dietary calcium (Ca) intake, it will be logical to evaluate whether Ca plus Vit-D (Ca+Vit-D) supplementation could improve bone health and prevent curve progression in AIS.

**Objective(s)**

To evaluate if Ca+Vit-D supplementation could improve bone strength and prevent curve progression in AIS.

**Method(s)**

This was a randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled trial on 330 AIS girls (11-14 years old, femoral neck aBMD Z-scores\<0 and Cobb angle\>15°) randomized to Group1 (placebo), Group2 (600mg Calcium+400IUVit-D3/day) and Group3 (600mg Calcium+800IUVit-D3/day). Treatment duration was 2-yr. At baseline and 24-month, Finite Element Analysis(FEA) on HR-pQCT parameters, serum 25(OH)Vit-D and dietary calcium intake were assessed. Evaluation of curve progression defined as Cobb increase ≥ 6° was conducted according to SRS guidelines at the Latest Follow-up.

**Result(s) and discussions**

270(81.8%) subjects completed the study. The increase in FEA bone strength parameters (stiffness (kN/mm), failure-load (N) and apparent-modulus (MPa)) at 24-month were significantly greater in the Treatment Group (p\<0.05). At the Latest Follow-up (N=132), 21·7% in Group3 and 24·4% in Group2 had curve progression ≥ 6° as compared with 46·7% in Group1 (p\<0.05). Increase in FEA parameters, namely failure load and apparent modulus, were significant protective factors against curve progression (p\<0.05). Ca+Vit-D supplementation was more effective in preventing curve progression for those with low baseline serum 25(OH)Vit-D levels ( ≤ 50nmol/L).

**Conclusion(s) and significance**

The results provide strong evidences that daily 600mg calcium+400/800IUVit-D3 improves bone strength and prevents curve progression in female AIS subjects with low bone mass especially for those with low baseline 25(OH)Vit-D levels and hence can be considered as a therapeutic option for preventing curve from progression to bracing or surgical thresholds.

This study was partially funded by an Investigator-initiated Research Grant from Pfizer Inc.
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**Introduction**

The etiology of Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) remains mostly unknown which limits our ability to develop treatments targeting the cause. Nevertheless, there are numerous theories regarding the pathogenesis of AIS or curve progression. A rotational strength weakness in rotation to the concave side has been shown in patients with AIS but it is unknown if a difference in fatigability exists between patients and healthy controls.

The objective of this study was to compare the change in trunk rotation torque toward the convex and concave side from the morning to the evening between adolescents with AIS and matched healthy controls.

**Methods**

Nine consecutive healthy adolescent females with AIS were recruited from the Edmonton Scoliosis clinic. Nine consecutive healthy adolescent females responding to recruitment ads were matched as controls to participants with scoliosis for age (1±year) and BMI (±5kg/m^2^). Approval was obtained from the local ethics board and consent from the participants. Two 5-seconds maximal voluntary isometric trunk rotation strength efforts in neutral sitting position turning toward the convex and concave sides were recorded using a Biodex Multi-joint System with the trunk rotation attachment. Testing was repeated in the morning and the evening. The peak rotation torque value for each of the two trials at each time point were extracted using Labchart and averaged. Evening values were substracted from morning values to calculate MVC change. Changes in rotation torque values were compared using a mixed-model ANOVA using group as between-subject with side (convex vs concave) as within-subject factors. LSD tests were used for post-hoc comparisons. SPSS 24.0 was used with an alpha level at p \< 0.05.

**Result and discussion**

Seven participants with AIS had a right thoracic and two a left lumbar major curve. Their mean Cobb angle was 23±7^o^. Matched participants presented a mean age of 14±2.6 years, and a mean BMI of 48±6.7 kg/m^2^. The mean difference between the morning and evening session for the trunk rotation Torque towards the convex side was an increase of 2.99±5.61Nm/Kg for scoliosis group and of .45±3.77Nm/Kg for controls. The mean morning to evening difference in trunk rotation torque towards the concave side was an increase of 2.08±4.90 Nm/Kg and 1.10±4.11Nm/Kg for the scoliosis and control groups, respectively.

Changes in MVC from morning to evening were significantly different between concave and convex sides in the scoliosis group (Group by Side interaction Greehouse-Geisser F 1,9.21=9.21, p\<.05). No other pairwise comparisons were significant.

**Conclusion**

Participants with AIS became weaker when rotating toward their concave side from the morning to the evening while the opposite occured on the convex side. Results indicate that scoliosis subjects had symmetrical strength in the morning when they were rotating toward their concave or convex side, but, at the end of day they were significantly weaker while rotating toward concave side. These findings are in agreement with Mooney's finding.
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**Introduction**

Rigid brace combined with specific physiotherapy is an accepted standard treatment for moderate idiopathic scoliosis (IS). Results of scoliosis brace treatment depend on (1) indication, (2) brace quality and (3) patient's compliance. Noncompliance during brace wearing worsens the outcome.

**Objective**

To analyse the outcome of Cheneau brace treatment for IS according to patients' compliance level.

**Methods**

Forty-eight consecutive girls with IS were included, all fulfilling SRS brace study criteria, all treated by one physician and braces produced by the same manufacturer. They were divided into compliant and noncompliant group. The compliant group comprised fulltime brace wearing patients (at least 20/24h including brace wearing at school). The noncompliant group comprised patients who were not wearing the brace at school however, the brace using time was at least 12/24h. The compliance of each patient was assessed consecutively during the whole treatment course. The outcome of compliant versus noncompliant group was compared at two years after brace weaning.

**Results**

There were 31 girls in the compliant group versus 17 girls in the noncompliant group. At start the groups were comparable according to: age (12.5 years vs. 12.1 years), age of menarche (12.8 years vs. 12.5 years), primary curve Cobb angle (30.1º vs. 32.2º), age at the end of brace wear (16.5 years vs. 16.1 years), and time of brace wear (4.0 years vs. 4.0 years)**.** The compliant group revealed significantly bigger angle of trunk rotation (ATR) at the primary curve level: 11.1º vs. 8.8º, p=0.0371.

The final primary curve Cobb angle was significantly smaller in the compliant group (34.9º vs. 42.2º, p=0.0197). The Cobb angle progression was 4.8º in the compliant versus 10.0º in the noncompliant group. Cobb angle progression of more than 5º was observed in 35.5% versus 58.8% of patients, respectively. At the final follow up, the ATR was comparable in both groups (9.4º vs. 10.6º), however due to initial values, there was a significant ATR improvement in the compliant group versus worsening in the noncompliant group. Surgery was recommended in 12.9% of compliant versus 35.3% of noncompliant patients.

**Conclusion**

Patients presenting similar deformity and receiving similar Cheneau brace treatment revealed significant difference of outcome depending on the compliance level. Compliant patients revealed smaller progression of Cobb angle than noncompliant patients. Compliant patients revealed ATR improvement, whereas noncompliant patients revealed ATR increase. Surgical indication was almost three times more frequent in the noncompliant patients.

**Significance**

The study confirms importance of compliance during brace treatment for idiopathic scoliosis.
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**Introduction**

Rigid brace treatment combined with specific physiotherapy is accepted as standard treatment for moderate idiopathic scoliosis (IS). Aims of conservative treatment are: to stop curvature progression, to reduce the curvature angle if possible, to reduce indications for surgical treatment, to improve respiratory function, to reduce pain if present, to improve the body posture aesthetics.

**Objective**

The aim of this study was to analyse the outcome of Cheneau brace treatment in IS patients at high progression risk according to Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) criteria.

**Methods**

Study design: retrospective analysis of prospectively collected database, consecutive cases, intend-to-treat analysis. SRS inclusion criteria according were used: females, diagnosis of IS, age \> 10 years, Cobb 25-40 degrees, Risser 0-2, no previous treatment, girls not older than one year after menarche, at least two-year follow-up after brace weaning. Forty-eight girls were included. The mean age at the beginning of bracing was 12.3 ± 1.3 years and at the brace weaning 16.3 ± 1.4 years. The initial major curve Cobb angle was 31.3º ± 4.3, the initial angle of trunk rotation (ATR) was 10.3º ± 3.7 and the initial Risser sign median was 0. The patients were treated by one team supervised by one physician (last author) while the results were evaluated by one independent observer (first author). Recommendation of full time brace wearing (at least 20h per day) was given to all patients.

**Results**

The final examination performed two years after the brace weaning revealed as follows: the mean Cobb angle 37.5º ± 10.6, the mean ATR 9.8º ± 3.8, the Risser sign median 5. The comparison of the final examination to the initial examination revealed: Cobb angle decreased more than 5º in 6.3%, stabilized ± 5.0° in 50%, increased more than 5º in 43.7% and increased more than 10º in 29.2% of patients. The mean ATR decreased more than 3.0º in 18.8% of patients, stabilized ± 3.0° in 60.4%, and increased more than 3.0º in 20.8% of patients. 23% of patients reached the 45 degrees of Cobb angle while 16.7% of patients reached 50 degrees Cobb. Surgical recommendation received 20.8% of patients.

**Conclusion**

The natural history of idiopathic scoliosis at high risk of progression was modified by Cheneau brace treatment. However, 20.8% patients still received surgical recommendation, those with initially bigger curves or less compliant. More than half of patients revealed stabilization or improvement of spine curvature. Rigid brace treatment decreased or stabilized rib hump magnitude in more than 80% of patients.

**Significance**

The study confirms the effectiveness of treatment of progressive idiopathic scoliosis with a rigid brace.
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**Introduction**

Although many children with idiopathic scoliosis are asymptomatic during childhood, children with progressive scoliosis are treated to alter the natural history of the deformity and prevent future problems in adulthood. Previous studies on the natural history of moderate to severe idiopathic scoliosis (IS) show contradictory results. Whereas early studies reported an increased incidence in back pain and disability in severe curves, later studies reported no difference compared to age matched controls in adult patients. The results of these studies are based on questions regarding back function, quality of life and social life, since no modern quality of life (QoL) questionnaires were available at that time.

**Objective**

The aim of our study is to examine the QoL of adult patients with IS with a curvature above 35 degrees using modern QoL questionnaires

**Methods**

Patients with IS, born between 1945 and 1981 who have consulted OVLG Hospital during childhood with curves above 35 degrees were selected from the scoliosis database, traced and asked to participate. Patients were either untreated or treated with a brace. Patients willing to participate received the following questionnaires focussing on QoL; RAND- 36 Survey and EQ-5D-3L. Outcomes of the RAND-36 were compared with a nationwide reference cohort (N=1742) with a mean age of 47,6 years old. Significance has been defined as P\<0.05.

**Results**

From the 210 eligible patients, 114 were traced and willing to participate. Their average age was 49.3±7.4. Of the 114 patients, 71.1% were treated with a brace and 28.9% were untreated. The mean Cobb angle at the last consultation was 45.1°±10.55. Although all scores of the eight RAND-36 subdomains were slightly lower in the scoliosis group, only the vitality (p\<0.001) and mental health (p\<0.019) subdomains were significantly different compared to the nationwide cohort. The eight subdomains of the RAND-36 can be divided into two domains (physical and mental). There was no significant correlation between the overall physical/mental domains and Cobb angle (Pearsons correlation coefficient of -0.178 and -0,114 respectively). A Pearsons correlation between the size of the Cobbs angle and total score of the EQ-5D-3L shows a weak correlation of -0.239 (p=0.01).

**Conclusion**

Despite lower scores on the eight subdomains of the RAND-36, IS patients with curves above 35 degrees only showed significantly lower scores on the vitality and mental health subdomains compared to a nationwide reference cohort. There was a weak correlation between the total score of the EQ-5D-3L and Cobb angle.
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**Introduction**

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is a 3D spinal deformity. Some patients with progressive curve despite bracing require surgical treatment. After operation, the correction of coronal deformity is conventionally assessed by reduction in Cobbs angles; surgical correction of sagittal profile in AIS patients however, is less emphasized and evaluated. Suboptimal sagittal alignment may cause long term complications such as pain, aggravated spinal degeneration or minor spinal fracture. It is therefore important to evaluate the sagittal spinal and pelvic alignment in AIS subjects too.

**Objectives**

\(1\) To identify the difference of sagittal profile and pelvic parameters between AIS and young healthy

subjects of similar age.

\(2\) To see whether there is improvement in sagittal and pelvic alignment in early post op and follow up period.

**Methods**

The study group consisted of 20 AIS with a primary thoracic curve requiring surgical treatment (all with Risser sign 4 to 5, indicating almost or already reached cessation of growth) and 20 healthy young subjects with the mean age of 18.3±5.0 and 24.7±2.8 years, respectively. All subjects underwent EOS biplanar radiographs at baseline. AIS subjects underwent EOS imaging at two additional time points: within one- month post op, and a follow up study within 3-12 months post op. Cobb angle and multiple sagittal spinopelvic parameters were measured, which included cervical lordosis (CL), thoracic kyphosis (TK), lumbar lordosis (LL), sacral slope (SS), pelvic incidence (PI), pelvic tilt (PT), sagittal vertical axis (SVA) and 2 pelvic obliquity (PO). Independent t-test/ Mann-Whitney test was used for AIS and non-AIS healthy groups comparison for data with/ without normal distribution. A pairwise comparison with the Post Hoc analysis of Bonferroni correction was used for intragroup comparison for AIS subjects at 3 different time points. Spinopelvic parameters were correlated with Cobb angle by pearson correlation test.

**Results & discussion**

There was significant difference (P\<0.05) in all parameters (except pelvic tilt and sagittal vertical axis) between pre-op AIS and control groups. Cobb angles were significantly reduced after operation without rebound at follow up. For the sagittal and pelvic parameters, at post op 1-month assessment, lumbar lordosis (LL), pelvic incidence (PI) and sacral slope (SS) reversed to similar values comparable to those in controls without significant statistical difference. However, these parameters showed rebound and became significantly different from controls again at follow up. Despite improvement, the cervical lordosis (CL), thoracic kyphosis (TK) and pelvic obliquity (PO) remain significantly different from controls throughout the early post op and delayed follow up scanning. Significant correlation was found between Cobb angle with CL, TK and PO at baseline.

**Conclusion & significance**

Our results reaffirm the presence of significant reversed cervical lordosis, thoracic hypokyphosis, lumbar hyperlordosis in AIS when compared to normal subjects. Despite an excellent improvement in coronal profile, most of the sagittal spinopelvic parameters remain significantly different from normal controls after the surgery including cervical hypolordosis, thoracic hypokyphosis and pelvic obliquity. Some parameters showed initial improvement but rebound.
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**Introduction**

CT provides accurate 3D reconstruction of a scoliotic spine but involves high radiation. A new biplanar radiography system (EOS) allow imaging of a scoliotic spine in physiological upright posture with significant lower radiation. However, EOS 3D reconstruction is based on statistical model with estimated axial profile. The reconstruction accuracy between two modalities should be tested. On the other hand, the 3D spinal parameters assessed by CT might be compromised by the prone positioning of the patients.

**Objectives**

1\) To validate the accuracy of 3D measurement of various spinal parameters from EOS by parallel CT scanning using a scoliotic phantom.

2\) To compare any difference in scoliotic parameters between erect and prone positions within the same AIS subjects, measured by EOS and CT, respectively.

**Methods**

A scoliotic phantom with a moderate-severe curve was scanned by both EOS and CT to validate the accuracy of axial reconstruction in EOS, which was automatically generated by the build-in software. 33 pre-op AIS subjects (18.0±4.0yrs) underwent CT in prone position and EOS in standing position on the same day. Scoliotic parameters included slenderness, axial intervertebral rotation, torsion, wedging of vertebrae, Cobb angle, kyphosis and lordosis acquired from simultaneous EOS and CT were compared using paired test. Parameters measured by EOS and CT were correlated using pearson correlation test.

**Results & discussion**

Results showed no significant difference in axial parameters measured by the two modalities for the phantom. In human subjects, significant difference (P\<0.05) was observed between two different postures by CT and EOS respectively for lordosis and Cobb angles. No significant difference was found in kyphosis, slenderness, torsion, axial rotation and wedging. In general, measurement by EOS had higher statistical mean value than CT in all parameters. Strong linear correlations were found between CT and EOS for Cobbs angle, wedging of vertebrae, slenderness and torsion with the value of 0.924, 0.871, 0.860, 0.696, respectively.

**Conclusion & significance**

There is a reliable axial reconstruction of spinal structures by EOS as reflected by the rigid phantom. For human subjects in different postures, there is significant difference in Cobbs angle and lordosis but not in kyphosis, axial rotation and torsion. Latter three can be explained by restricted flexibility of the severe scoliotic curve at the thoracic levels by rib cage. The 3D deformity of the scoliotic spine is under-estimated by CT when AIS subjects are in prone position. We conclude that the 3D deformity of AIS can be accurately assessed by EOS in erect position with extremely low radiation exposure.
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**Introduction**

The EOS biplanar x-ray imaging system provides a low-dose radiation option for serial imaging and 3D spinal modeling of children with Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS). Our previous study demonstrated a moderate to high reliability for EOS in AIS patients without surgery, however, posterior spinal instrumentation obstructs the anatomic landmarks that are critically important for 3D reconstruction of the spine. The reproducibility of 3D spinal modeling in AIS following surgery has not been thoroughly investigated to date.

**Objectives**

The purposes of the study were 1) to determine the intraclass correlation (ICC) for inter- and intra-observer measurements of Cobb Angle in the coronal plane (CA), Kyphosis (KY), Lordosis (LO) and Axial Vertebral Rotation (AVR); 2) to compare differences of spinal parameters between two examiners and two trials per examiner for AIS children status post-surgery.

**Methods**

Simultaneous AP and lateral standing x-ray images of twenty patients with mean age at time of surgery 14.8 ± 2.4 years (4 males, 16 females) were retrospectively selected and analyzed. These AIS patients underwent surgical correction of scoliotic deformity by pedicle screw direct vertebral rotation at a single institution between 2014 and 2016. 3D spine modeling was performed in the sterEOS software by two examiners. Each observer performed two independent trials for each patient's post-surgery images. Manual identification of spinal and pelvic parameters allowed creation of a 3D spine model from T1 to L5. Intra- and inter-rater reliabilities for the two examiners was then assessed by calculating ICC. One sample t-test was performed to compare differences in spinal metrics.

**Results and conclusions**

The inter-rater ICC for post-surgery CA, KY, LO and AVR were 0.94, 0.97, 0.97 and 0.88, respectively. Similarly, the intra-rater ICC for examiner 1 for the same measures were 0.78, 0.79, 0.92, and 0.79, while examiner 2 showed 0.92, 0.90, 0.97, and 0.70, respectively. The average difference in CA, KY, LO, and AVR measurements between trials 1 and 2 for examiner 1 and 2 independently were less than 1.5º (P \> 0.05). The average post-surgery difference in CA, KY, LO, and AVR between examiner 1 and 2 was less than 2.0º (despite P \< 0.05.)

**Significance**

EOS 3D imaging provides a reproducible modality for analyzing three-dimensional spinal geometry post-surgery in AIS patients despite visual obstruction from spinal instrumentation following surgery. The reproducibility is excellent for both inter and intra-observer assessment of CA, KY, and LO with moderate reproducibility and variability in the inter and intra-observer assessment of AVR. This 3D stereoradiography technology enables reliable comparison of different surgical techniques for the treatment of AIS patients in future studies.
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**Introduction**

Ultrasound has recently been developed for quantitative assessment of spinal deformity in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). Although promising results were reported, various factors that correlate with its accuracy remain undefined.

**Objectives**

This diagnostic accuracy study aimed to evaluate the reliability and validity of ultrasound measurement for AIS patients of both genders with various curve severity, curve levels, body mass index (BMI), ages and heights using low radiation EOS radiography as the gold standard.

**Methods**

Subjects diagnosed with AIS and aged between 8 to 40 years were recruited. Standing posteroanterior EOS radiography and ultrasound imaging of the spine were done on the same day. Coronal Cobb angles (E_Cobb) were measured manually on EOS radiographs. Spinous process angles (SPA) were measured from volume projection imaging of the Scolioscan system with in-built automatic algorithm. Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to examine reliability. Concurrent validity of ultrasound measurement was evaluated with linear regression analysis and cross-tabulation under different clinical parameters.

**Results**

952 AIS patients (75.7% female, age 16.7 ± 3.0 years) were studied. The intra-and inter-reliability were 0.988 and 0.949 for E_Cobb measurement; 0.916 and 0.838 for Scolioscan scanning respectively. Out of 1432 curves that were detected and matched by Scolioscan (E_Cobb 29.3 ± 11.8°, SPA 18.4 ± 8.5°), statistically significant correlation (r = 0.816, p \< 0.001) was found between E_Cobb and SPA. Correlation were 0.629 for upper thoracic curves (UTC, defined as curves with apices at T6.5 or above); 0.873 for upper spinal curves (USC, apices between T7 to T12.5); and 0.740 for lower spinal curves (LSC, apices at L1 or below) (all with p \< 0.001). Conversion formulae to predict E_Cobb from SPA were \[predicted E_Cobb = P_Cobb = 7.39 + 1.26 x SPA\] for USC and \[P_Cobb = 10.08 + 0.96 x SPA\] for LSC. For curves with E_Cobb below 30°, the absolute difference between P_Cobb and E_Cobb was ≤ 5° in 66.6% and 62.4% of USC and LSC; while P_Cobb underestimated E_Cobb by \> 5° in 6.0% and 7.2% of USC and LSC. In addition, tall stature was associated with stronger correlation between E_Cobb and SPA. Similar degree of correlation was seen between males and females or between different quartiles of BMI.

**Conclusions and significance**

Scolioscan gives satisfactory accuracy of measurement for curves with (a) apices at T7 or lower, (b) E_Cobb \< 30° and also for patients with taller stature. Ultrasound for quantitative assessment of spinal deformity in AIS can be considered in lieu of conventional radiographs, with results to be interpreted according to various degree of accuracy under different clinical conditions.
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**Introduction**

Sagittal profile differences between normal and scoliotic spine are needed to be investigated at the early stage to determine the possibility of the development of vertebrae rotation \[1\]. Though radiographic Cobb is the gold standard for assessing spinal sagittal curvature, X-ray is radioactive. Non-ionizing three-dimensional (3D) ultrasound had been demonstrated to be feasible in evaluating vertebrae features and coronal curvatures of the spine \[2, 3, 4\]. Yet no study has reported the reliability and accuracy of 3D ultrasound on sagittal curvature analysis. In this study, the reliability and validity of 3D ultrasound on assessing spinal sagittal curvature of patients with scoliosis were investigated.

**Methods**

Twenty-one AIS patients, both males and females (Age: 15.7±1.3 years; Cobb's angle range 11.1 to 41.9°), underwent 3D ultrasound and EOS X-ray scanning of the spine. X-ray Cobb (XCA) was measured on sagittal X-ray image (Fig. 1a), while spinous processes and laminae of the vertebrae were identified from B-mode images. Sagittal images were then generated to measure the thoracic and lumbar ultrasound spinous process angle (USSPA) (Fig. 1b) and ultrasound laminae angle (USLA) respectively (Fig. 1c). The reliability (intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the intra- and inter-observer variability) and validity (linear regression analysis and Bland-Altman method, with mean absolute difference (MAD)) were tested for two ultrasound angles as compared to the X-ray Cobb (XCA).

**Results**

The ICC showed very reliable measurements of both ultrasound methods (ICC≥0.941). Moderate and significant linear correlations were seen between the ultrasound methods and XCA (Thoracic (R^2^≥0.574) / Lumbar (R^2^≥0.635)) (Fig. 2) and the Bland-Altman plot showed a good agreement between both ultrasound angles and XCA (Fig. 3). The MADs of both ultrasound angles, corrected by the linear regression equations, and XCA showed no significant difference (MAD: USSPA 6.4±4.8°/6.1±4.4° and USLA 7.5±4.9°/5.3±4.2°; p≥0.326 for thoracic / lumbar respectively).

**Conclusion**

Good correlations were found between 3D ultrasound and Cobb angle, without differences in reliability and validity using spinous processes and laminae. Other than coronal deformity, sagittal deformity of spine of AIS patient can also be assessed by non-ionizing and relatively inexpensive ultrasound imaging.

**Trial Registration**

N/A

**Consent to publish**
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Fig. 1 (abstract O25).**a**) Measurement of X-ray Cobb's angle (XCA); **b**) Measurement of ultrasound spinous process angle (USSPA); **c**) Measurement of ultrasound laminae angle (USLA) (Thoracic and lumbar angles are defined by the angle between the blue and red lines respectively)

Fig. 2 (abstract O25).**a**) Correlations (**R**^**2**^) and equations between the X-ray Cobb's angles (XCA) and the ultrasound spinous process angles (USSPA) for the thoracic and lumbar region; **b**) Correlations (**R**^**2**^) and equations between the X-ray Cobb's angles (XCA) and the ultrasound laminae angles (USLA) for the thoracic and lumbar region

Fig. 3 (abstract O25).Bland-Altman plots that shows the differences between X-ray Cobb's angles (XCA) and the sagittal ultrasound angles corrected with the linear regression equations. **a** Ultrasound spinous process angle (USSPA) and **b** ultrasound laminae angle (USLA). SD: standard deviation
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**Introduction**

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a multifactorial condition with unclear aetiology. Neurological impairments related to sensorimotor information processing have been suggested to play an important role in scoliosis mechanisms \[1-3\]. Previous studies have shown poorer postural performance and difficulty in reweighting sensory inputs following sensory deprivation in AIS group compared to age-matched controls \[4,5\]. Electroencephalography (EEG) has been used to document cortical activity associated with postural control. This study uses EEG frequency domain analysis to document cortical activity associated with postural control in adolescents with AIS compared to healthy control adolescents (CTRL).

**Objective**

To compare cortical activity associated with sensorimotor information processing related to postural control in open and closed-eyes conditions in adolescents with AIS and in CTRL.

**Methods**

Thirteen girls with a 15 to 45° AIS (13±1 years, 163±7 cm, 51±9 kg) and 14 age-matched CTRL girls (13±1 years, 158±11 cm, 50±9 kg) were recruited on two sites. EEG data was acquired using Electrical Geodesic systems. Participants stood in an upright standing posture with eyes open looking at an immobile fixation cross, approximately 2 m in front of the participant, for two minutes followed by two minutes with eyes closed. Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) were performed to measure the power of the different frequency bands in both conditions. Cortical regions of interest (ROI) were central (electrodes C3, C4), frontal (F3, F4), parietal (P3, P4), temporal (T3, T4) and occipital (O1, O2). Significant differences were computed with p\<0.05.

**Results**

During the "eyes closed" condition, differences between the AIS group and the CTRL group were found in beta and gamma frequency bands. The average power of beta signal was significantly larger in AIS group at the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital ROI (Fig. 1). Also, the average power of gamma frequency was significantly larger in AIS group at the central, frontal, parietal and temporal ROI (Fig. 2).

**Conclusions and significance**

Our findings show enhanced beta and gamma frequency activity in adolescents with AIS compared to CTRL when holding a standing position while eyes closed, suggesting that more attention and vigilance are required in adolescents with AIS to maintain balance \[6\]. This may reflect less efficient cortical sensorimotor information processing associated with postural control in AIS. Future studies will assess if asymmetrical power within these ROI and frequency bands could be related to spine deformation progression.
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Fig. 1 (abstract O26).Average power (μV^2^) of beta frequency band at each cortical region of interest for AIS group and control group during "eyes closed" condition

Fig. 2 (abstract O26).Average power (^μV2^) of gamma frequency band at each cortical region of interest for AIS group and control group during "eyes closed" condition
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**Introduction**

A recent study based on 3D analysis revealed that increasing severity of coronal curvature is associated with a progressive loss of 3D thoracic kyphosis in AIS. However, the vertebral rotation is neglected in previous reports.

**Objective**

The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between axial rotation pattern and sagittal alignment in AIS pts.

**Methods**

This study prospectively enrolled a series of Lenke type 1A female AIS pts. Hypo-kyphotic pts (TK\<10°, DTK) and pts with normal TK (TK\>20°, NTK) were matched by major Cobb angle, apex, Risser grade and Lenke classification. The biplanar full-spine images were taken before and 3 weeks after surgery, the curvature was reconstructed with dedicated software. Axial rotation parameters were obtained from reconstruction, including mean vertebral rotation of the major thoracic curve (MTR), mean vertebral rotation of the proximal thoracic curve (PTR) and mean vertebral rotation of the lumbar curve (LR). The paired t test was performed between the normal TK group and the hypokyphotic group.

**Results**

A total of 24 patients (12 pairs) were included (mean age 13.7 y/o) with baseline Cobb angle of 52.4 °. The mean pre-op TK of NTK groups was 28.2 °, while in DTK group was 11.2 °. There was a significant difference in the average vertebral rotation of the major thoracic curve between the two groups. The MTR of NTK group was significantly smaller than that of DTK group (10.2 ° vs. 12.7 °, p \<0.001), and there was a significant correlation between TK and MTR (r = 0.30, p = 0.03). As for the lumbar curve rotation, the LR of the NTK group was significantly smaller than the DTK group (p=0.002), but the absolute value of the two groups was similar (p = 0.31). The lumbar Cobb angle correction rate was significantly greater in patients with thoracic and lumbar curve rotating in the same direction than that in the opposite direction (81.1% vs 61.9%, p = 0.005).

**Conclusion**

After matching the coronal deformity, the MTR of the hypokyphotic pts was significantly larger. The direction of the thoracic and lumbar curve rotation was also required to be well concerned in the preoperative surgical planning.

**Significance**

The results would benefit surgeons for the surgical decision-making in AIS patients with different baseline TK.
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**Introduction**

Since the EOS imaging system (Biospace Med, Paris, France) has been applied in the measurement of scoliosis during full weight-bearing standing, it has provided with high-quality of 3D spinal modeling. Although the association between pelvic asymmetry, vertebral wedging and adolescent idiopathic scoliosis progression was reported using this new technology, different patterns of intervertebral axial rotation (IAR) across the spines of children with idiopathic scoliosis (IS) in Lenke type 1and its relation to curvature magnitudes are yet to be addressed.

**Objectives**

The purposes of the study were two folds: 1) to evaluate correlations between Cobb angles and IAR for Lenke type 1; 2) to analyze the patterns of the IAR for Lenke type 1.

**Methods**

Bilateral x-ray images of 53 children with IS (mean age 12.1 year-old) were retrospectively selected. The averaged Cobb angles was 30.3° (18°-56°). There were Lenke Type 1A (22), 1B (25) and 1C (6). Their EOS images were uploaded into the sterEOS computer program. With the use of software, spinal parameters were identified manually to construct a 3D model. It calculates the Cobb angles, lordosis, kyphosis, and the IAR of the each vertebra. We fit a third-Degree polynomial simultaneously to Lenke types 1A, B, C.

**Results and discussion**

Analysis of patients with Lenke type 1 showed the Cobb angle of the proximal curve was significantly correlated with the IARs of the apex, T1, T5-T8 (-0.39 -- 0.30) (P\<0.05), while the distal curve Cobb angle and the IARs of T4-T5, L2-L3 were correlated (-0.37 -- 0.40) (P\<0.05). The kyphosis correlated with the IARs at T11 (r=0.37, p= 0.006). No correlations were found between lordosis and the IARs of any vertebra.

The model predicted overall "S" patterns of IARs for the collective cohort from the T1 to L5 vertebral levels. The IARs involved in changes of orientation from +15 to -20 for the proximal curves and opponent direction from -5 to +25 for the distal curves. For type 1A we found that there was a barely observable minimum at Apex 1(A1) and similarly for the maximum at apex 2 (A2) with the largest scatter around the two apices. However, for both types 1B and 1C the minimum and maximum were much more marked occurring at the 6^th^ vertebra above A1 and the 4^th^ vertebra below A2. Further there was a significant difference of types 1B and 1C from type 1A (P\< 0.02), but none between types 1B and 1C (P \> 0.48).

**Conclusion and significance**

The EOS imaging system provides us a unique tool to reconstruct 3D spinal models and predicts two opposite orientations of intervertebral axial rotation. These orientations can be used to indicate how idiopathic scoliosis naturally intends to develop with respect to the balance of spinal segments, and the stability around the middle line of the trunk. This study will provide additional clinical input into the Lenke classification modifier, pre-surgical planning, and brace design for children with IS.
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**Introduction**

Although the etiopathogenesis of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) remains unclear, among various hypotheses, alterations in sensorimotor processing could be involved in AIS onset. This suggestion has been supported by studies demonstrating altered sensory cortical processing and abnormal cortical network connectivity in AIS compared to controls\[1-2\]. Our group has detected poorer balance control and difficulty in reweighting sensory inputs suggesting a dysfunction of the central mechanisms performing sensorimotor processing in AIS\[3-5\]. Recently, electroencephalography (EEG) has been used to study cortical sensorimotor information processing associated with postural control\[6\]. This study uses alpha band event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) to assess cortical activation patterns associated with postural control in adolescents with AIS and in healthy control adolescents (CTR).

**Objective**

To measure cortical activation patterns associated with sensorimotor information processing related to postural control during reintegration of ankle proprioception in adolescents with AIS compared to CTR using EEG.

**Methods**

Twelve girls with a 15 to 45° AIS (13±1 years, 162±7 cm, 51±10 kg) and 11 age-matched CTR girls (13±1 years, 160±4 cm, 51±8 kg) were recruited on two sites. Participants stand quietly on a force platform. They underwent 50 trials alternating open and closed-eyes conditions lasting 30 s each in three equal length epochs: 1) quiet standing, 2) sensory manipulation: ankle proprioception altered by 80Hz ankle tendon vibration and 3) sensory reintegration (cessation of vibration). EEG data were recorded using Electrical Geodesic systems. Data were processed using Matlab and EEGLAB. After EEG signal preprocessing, ERSP was calculated 1s before and 3s after the end of the vibration to single out brain activation during sensory transition. Electrodes of interest were C3, C4. Significant differences were computed with p\<0.05.

**Results**

Regarding C3 (Fig. 1), during the closed-eyes condition, the AIS group had significantly more upper alpha band (frequency 10--13 Hz) desynchronization between 150 and 300 ms after cessation of vibration. During the open-eyes condition, this occurred for a longer time between 150 and 720ms. At C4 (Fig. 2), a significant higher desynchronization for AIS group was only found during the open-eyes condition: between 300 and 700ms and for few occurrences up to 3 seconds after cessation of vibration. There is also an interaction between group and visual condition on lower and upper alpha bands at both C3 and C4.

**Conclusions and significance**

Our results reflect a greater neural activity in the AIS group during sensory reintegration. In agreement with previous studies, difficulty to maintain balance control during sensory reintegration in patients with AIS suggests a link between scoliosis and sensorimotor processing impairment.

Four top left graphs represent frequency/time plot. The color gradient corresponds to green baseline calculated on the mean of the second before end of stimulation \[-1 0\], to red for more activity in this frequency, and blue to lower activity in this frequency. The five other graphs show in brown significant difference with p\<0.05. Vertical lines on zero represent the end of vibration, horizontal lines help to delimit the alpha band. Condition with closed eyes is named "NonVis", with open eyes "Vis".
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**Introduction**

It has been previously established that sterEOS® (Biospace Med, Paris, France), a proprietary biplanar imaging system, allows reliable assessment of curve characteristics in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) in three relevant planes (coronal, sagittal, and axial) under physiologic (i.e. standing) conditions with low radiation exposure. Using this technology, we demonstrate its value in measuring the effects in these three planes after treatment with direct vertebral body derotation (DVBD) using multiple-level pedicle screw instrumentation (MLPS).

**Objectives**

Our goals were to 1) determine changes in the coronal and sagittal plane; and 2) investigate changes of apical vertebral axial rotation following MLPS instrumentation through the use of SterEOS tools.

**Methods**

One observer retrospectively analyzed orthogonal radiographs obtained by simultaneous capture in two planes using sterEOS imaging system. Fifty-two patients with AIS who underwent corrective surgery between 2014 and 2016 at a single institution were included. Coupled radiographs were used to generate representative 3D models of the spine from T1 through L5 pre- and post-operatively. From these models, we determined the major curve coronal Cobb angle (CA), major curve apical axial vertebral rotation (AAVR), T4/T12 thoracic kyphosis (TK), and L1/L5 lumbar lordosis (LL). These data were then analyzed using paired t-testing and analysis of covariance.

**Results and discussion**

The average age of the included patients was 14.7 ± 2.2 (range 11 to 19 years) at time of surgery. The major curve was fully instrumented in all 52 patients. The average pre-operative CA was 58.0° ± 12.0° (range 33.0° to 90.3°). Post-operative CA was 19.8° +/- 8.3° (0.5° to 53.2°). The average change was --23.9° (p \< 0.05). The average pre-operative TK was 15.0° ± 7.6° (-17.7 to 51.1°). The average post-operative TK was 20.9° ± 9.95° (-4.7° to 45.3°). The average change in TK was +3.89° post-operatively (p \< 0.05). The average pre-operative LL was 47.76° ± 10.83° (22.5° to 56.2°). Average post-operative LL was 46.9° ± 10.15° (26.5° to 56.2°). The average difference in LL was - 0.8 (p = 0.4) .The average absolute value of the pre-operative AAVR was 14.4° ± 7.6° (0.1° to 29.2°). The average post-operative AAVR was 10.1° ± 5.5° (0.2° to 24.0°). The average change in AAVR was -- 5.9° degrees (p \<0.05). The AAVR was either stable or improved in 43/52 patients (82.7%).

**Conclusion and significance**

Our results demonstrate the usefulness of SterEOS system for measuring the surgical treatment effect of DVBD specifically with regards to AAVR and further confirm that DVBD confers significant axial correction in addition to coronal and sagittal plane correction within the region of instrumentation. SterEOS could eventually be used for routine perioperative measurement of axial rotation in addition to coronal and sagittal parameters, allowing more complete assessment of deformity in daily clinical practice.
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**Introduction**

Recently, increasing recognition of the clinical importance of the sagittal plane alignment of the spine is frequently reported in the literature. The physiological spinal sagittal balance should serve as a baseline for the evaluation of pathological conditions associated with abnormal angular parameter values namely: sacral slope (SS), pelvic tilt (PT), pelvic incidence (PI), lumbar lordosis (LL), thoracic kyphosis (TK). Patients with vertebral fractures often suffer from unbalanced sagittal alignment.

**Objective(s)**

We aimed to evaluate the relationship between markerless, structured light back surface topography measurement system for posture and radiological assessment in patients with vertebral fractures.

**Method(s)**

The study included 61 patients with vertebral fractures, 41 women, and 20 men. The average age of patients was 70 (+/-15) years. Patients were treated using 3-point corset - Jewett brace to prevent further vertebra deformity or collapse. Torso deformation measurements were made using a system for three-dimensional assessment of the patient\'s body surface. The system uses a measurement technique with structured light and a posture assessment module based on the use of asymmetry indicators and the measurement of the size of curvatures of the spine in the sagittal plane.

**Result(s) and discussions**

Vertebral fracture burden was significantly correlated with sacral slope (SS), pelvic tilt (PT), pelvic incidence (PI) (r=0.34, r=0.47, and r=0.44, respectively; p\<0.05). Neither radiological lordosis nor kyphosis showed significant correlation with fracture burden. Topographic scapulae angle was highly associated with increasing number and severity of vertebral fractures (r=-0.061, p\<0.05). Among demographic characteristics, age showed significant association with pelvic tilt (r=0.35, p\<0.05).

Kruskal-Wallis test showed age differed significantly in patients with more vertebral fractures compared to younger subgroup (p=0.02). Increasing fracture burden significantly influenced the differences in pelvic incidence (p=0.01) and pelvic tilt (p=0.02). Radiological sagittal curvatures, patients' physical characteristics, topography-derived curvatures, sagittal balance, frontal balance, pelvis angle, waist angle, shoulders angle, the angle of trunk rotation, and Suzuki Hump Sum did not differ significantly with increasing level of vertebral fracture burden.

**Conclusion(s) and significance**

The severity of sustained vertebral fractures is clearly reflected in pelvic parameters describing sagittal balance -- probably developed as a compensatory measure. The system using the structured light back surface topography measurement technique allows collecting accurate and repeatable body measurements without using X-rays.
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**Introduction**

Ultrasound has been reported to be useful for measuring Cobb angle in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). It can also measure the distance from T1 to ends of a curve or its apex, but cannot identify the vertebral level due to lack of a reference table.

**Objective(s)**

To develop a reference table on linear dimension along the vertebral column for each vertebra and intervertebral disc so that the level of the end-vertebra and apical vertebra can be determined.

**Method(s)**

This was a cross-sectional study on 293 female AIS patients aged 8-40 years old with Cobb angle between 10-40° (mean:24.3°±7.8°). EOS frontal radiography of the whole spine was taken. Centroid of the vertebral body was defined as the point of intersection between the diagonal lines drawn over the vertebral body. The mid-point of the intervertebral disc was also determined. To control confounding from spinal height, the "Fractional Distance", FDi for the ith vertebra, was used and defined as (\[Cumulative distance from the centroid of T1 to that of the ith vertebra\]/\[Cumulative distance from centroid of T1 to that of L5\])x100%. The "Fractional Distance", FD\[i-(i+1)\] for the intervertebral disc between ith and (i+1)th vertebra, was calculated similarly as (\[Cumulative distance from centroid of T1 to the midpoint of that intervertebral disc\]/\[Cumulative distance from centroid of T1 to that of L5\])x100%.

**Result(s) and discussions**

Intra-observer reliability of measurement showed an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.963. 99% confidence intervals(CI) for FDi in % were tabulated as exemplified by T2:(4.41-4.50), up to L4:(92.50-92.69). Corresponding measurements for intervertebral discs were similarly tabulated as exemplified by T1-T2:(2.07-2.15) up to L4-L5:(96.07-96.21). Notably, these 99% CI on Fractional Distance for adjacent vertebrae and intervertebral discs did not overlap for all measurements.

**Conclusion(s) and significance**

A reference table on linear dimension along the vertebral column for female AIS subjects is constructed. The fact that 99% confidence intervals for adjacent vertebrae and intervertebral discs do not overlap supports the feasibility of using the reference table with which ultrasound evaluation of scoliosis can be conducted not only to determine the Cobb angle but also the levels of the end and apical vertebrae. Further studies are warranted to validate the level mapping with a new cohort of patients and to develop similar reference tables for male patients.

With availability of the reference table, ultrasound evaluation of scoliosis can include Cobb angle, the levels of the end-vertebra and the apex, thus enabling a comprehensive frontal plane evaluation with radiation-free ultrasound imaging.
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**Introduction**

Children who have mild or moderate scoliosis may put under observation or non-surgical treatment regimen. Spinal flexibility is one of the parameters which may help clinicians to provide better treatment planning. The traditional supine side-bending radiograph method may not be used for these 2 groups due to extra ionizing radiation. Ultrasound has been introduced to measure proxy Cobb angle and vertebral rotation reliably. Three flexibility indices which could differentiate the gravitational and structural components of the curve were developed and applied in this study.

**Objective**

To use ultrasound (US) imaging method to determine if spinal flexibility was different between the observation and non-surgical treatment groups.

**Method**

One-hundred-eight (93 F; 15 M) AIS subjects, aged 13.7±1.7 years old were consented and recruited. There were 43 subjects under observation and 65 subjects under treatment (48 bracing; 3 exercise, and 14 exercise and bracing). All subjects were scanned by US machine in standing, normal prone, and maximum prone left or right or both sides-bending. One experienced rater measured the lateral curvatures and the maximum axial vertebral rotation (AVR) on standing only. Three flexibility indices as bending-relative-to-standing-index (BRSI), prone-relative-to-standing index (PRSI) and bending-subtract-prone-relative-to-standing index (B-PRSI) were calculated as following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A comparison between the observation and non-surgical treatment groups of the standing Cobb angle, AVR and 3 indices were reported.

**Results and discussions**

For the observation and non-surgical treatment groups, there were 70 and 103 curves identified, respectively. The Cobb angle and AVR between the observation versus the non-surgical treatment groups were (27.3±14.0, 9.1±5.5) versus (25.1±9.0, 8.0±3.8), respectively. The ranges of the Cobb angle and AVR of the observation group was larger than the treatment group. The 3 indices BRSI, PRSI and B-PRSI between two groups were 1.4±0.7, 0.5±0.2, 0.9±0.6 versus 1.3±0.6, 0.5±0.2, 0.8±0.5, respectively. Based on the 3 indices, there was no significant difference between two groups.

**Conclusion and significance**

There was no significant difference on the spinal flexibility between observation and non-surgical treatment groups. Since the observation group included subjects from the initial stage to the final stage, the bone age information may need to use to perform further analysis.
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**Introduction**

Posterior spinal instrumentation and fusion with pedicle screws is the standard surgery for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) curve correction. Free-hand methods and image guidance are two methods for screw insertion to prevent screw-related neurologic or vascular complications. However, due to the radiation and cumbersome nature of image guidance, it remains controversial to use in AIS surgery. A prior systematic review found moderate evidence that image guidance improved breach rates compared with free-hand methods and conflicting evidence of improvements in screw-related complication rates.

Objective: To update a prior systematic review and perform meta-analysis on complication and breach rates of posterior instrumentation and fusion in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, comparing image guidance methods with free-hand methods.

**Methods**

The systematic review followed the methodology of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA). A search strategy that focused on AIS patients undergoing posterior instrumentation and fusion with pedicle screws was developed and databases including MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, CENTRAL and Web of Science were searched. Articles were screened in separate abstract screening, full-text screening and extraction stages with two reviewers at each stage. Abstract inclusion criteria were AIS patients, posterior surgery with pedicle screws. Full-text inclusion criteria added reporting of free-hand versus image guidance methods for screw insertion, complications and breaches reporting. Risk of bias was assessed using the Quality in Prognosis Studies tool with two reviewers.

**Results and discussion**

The original systematic review had studies from 1970 to September 2015 with 79 studies fulfilling inclusion criteria. The systematic review update found 548 unique articles, 265 articles satisfying abstract screening criteria and 34 meeting full-text criteria. Fifteen articles have been extracted to date: three moderate risk of bias studies and 12 high risk of bias studies. From these articles, there is moderate evidence that breach rates are lower with image guidance (2 studies at 3.7%-6.9% vs 1 study at 12.1%) while screw-related complication rates were lower with image guidance (0% vs 1.4%). This compares to a prior review showing breaches at 3.7-7.9% vs 9.7-17.1% and complications at 0% vs 0-1.7%. Meta-analysis is planned when all articles have been extracted and will combined with the prior study.

**Conclusion**

The updated evidence on breach rates and complications are still limited by lack of comparison groups and poorly defined usage of free-hand and image guidance methods. There is moderate evidence of improvement in breach rates and screw-related complications when using image guidance compared to free-hand studies.
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**Introduction**

Severe adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is often treated surgically with posterior instrumentation and fusion with pedicle screws. Accuracy in placing pedicle screws can be improved using image guidance when compared with free-hand screw insertion methods. Current image guidance systems including fluoroscopy or intraoperative CT require usage of ionizing radiation and are cumbersome and bulky in the operating room, disrupting the flow of the operation. 3D intraoperative spinal ultrasound has been proposed as a potential method to assist insertion of pedicle screws.

**Objective**

To determine the accuracy of vertebra reconstruction and screw insertion trajectories on a vertebral phantom using a custom developed 3D spinal ultrasound-camera system.

Methods: Optitrack Prime 13W motion capture cameras were used for tracking an Ultrasonix 38mm linear transducer operating at 6.67 MHz with an Ultrasonix SonixTablet. Software was developed in Matlab to stream data from the two systems to generate 3D reconstructions of the vertebral surface. A custom transducer holder was 3D printed to attach motion capture markers. A T5 vertebra phantom was 3D printed and scanned five times to determine the accuracy of linear and angular dimensions on the reconstructed phantom. Measurements were made three times for each dimension measured. To determine the accuracy of screw insertion trajectory when using the 3D ultrasound navigator, the phantom included holes at the usual screw insertion point with trajectories between 0-30^o^. The left pedicle had straight down, medial and lateral trajectories while the right had down, superior and inferior trajectories to a total of six trajectories. A screw driver with four motion capture marker mounts was 3D printed and used to place screws into the holes on the vertebra five times. The entry-point and trajectory of the screwdriver recorded during placement and compared to the physically measured position and orientation of the screw in the capture volume.

**Results**

The accuracy of reconstructions was within 0.55±0.25mm for linear dimensions and 1.8±0.5^o^ for angular dimensions. The accuracy of reconstruction is strongly affected by the image processing filter parameters and the incident angle of ultrasound to create the reconstruction. This study used constant image processing filters to generate these reconstruction results. The average accuracy of the screw entry point was 0.27±0.14mm and the average accuracy of the screw trajectory was 0.72^o^±0.44^o^. Further study into vertebrae that are placed at different orientations and positions within the capture volume needs to be completed.

**Conclusion**

The custom developed ultrasound-camera system was able to reconstruct the vertebra accurately (0.55mm for linear and 1.8^o^ for angular) and had screw insertion accuracies of within 0.27mm and 0.72^o^ which are both within the desired accuracy of 1mm and 5^o^ to prevent pedicle breach.
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**Introduction**

Spinal surgery involving open approaches inevitably causes muscle injury. Recent studies present the deep cervical extensor muscles atrophy after different spinal surgeries strategies: expansive open door-laminoplasty 68,9% \[2\], conventional open-door laminoplasty 60% \[1\] and 44% \[3\], skip laminectomy 13% \[1\] muscle preserving laminoplasty 12% \[3\]. The amount of muscles atrophy is observed to be related to the invasiveness of the exposure.

**Objectives**

The purpose of the study was to evaluate cervical extensor muscles atrophy after indirect root decompression with fusion with posterior cervical cages placed bilaterally in the facet joints.

**Methods**

The study includes 30 patients who undergone bilateral procedure of indirect root decompression with posterior cervical cages placed bilaterally in the facet joints. Patients were examined twice with CT: pre-surgery and at one year follow-up. The following cervical muscles cross sectional area (CSA) was measured on both pre- and post-surgery CT scans: multifidus, semispinalis cervicis, semispinalis capitis, splenicus. The pre-surgery and post-surgery lordosis was measured on standing cervical spine X-rays. The clinical outcomes were evaluated with Neck Disability Index (NDI), Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for neck pain and VAS for arm pain.

**Results**

The differences between the pre-surgery versus the post-surgery muscles CSA (ΔCSA) were significant (CSA increased) for the following cervical muscles: multifidus, semispinalis cervicis, semispinalis capitis. There was no significant correlation between the ΔCSA versus the NDI improvement, the neck VAS and the arm VAS, respectively however, a positive correlation of the neck VAS improvement and the left splenicus ΔCSA was noted (r=0.52, p\<0.05). Age of the patients presented the negative correlation with ΔCSA, but only the result for left multifidus was statistically significant (r=-0.41, p\<0.05).

**Conclusions and significance**

This is the first study presenting evaluation of cervical extensor muscles atrophy after indirect root decompression with fusion with posterior cervical cages placed bilaterally in the facet joints. The most vulnerable to the surgery related injury according to our results is the cervical multifidus muscle and it is in consistence with the Fujimura and Nishi findings \[1\]. Our study presents the 13% of cervical multifidus muscle atrophy with only approximately 1% atrophy of the semispinalis cervicis and 1% atrophy of semispinalis capitis, and no atrophy but hypertrophy of the splenicus muscle. The fusion with posterior cervical cages placed bilaterally in the facet joints is the muscle preserving procedure with improvement in clinical outcomes in one-year follow up assessed with the NDI score, VAS for neck pain and VAS for arm pain.

1\. Fujimura Y, Nishi Y (1996) Atrophy of the nuchal muscle and change in cervical curvature after expansive open-door laminoplasty. Archives of orthopaedic and trauma surgery 115(3-4):203--205

2\. Bogduk N, Wilson A, Tynan W (1982) The human lumbar dorsal rami. Journal of Anatomy 134 (Pt 2):383

3\. Fernandez-De-Las-Penas C, Albert-Sanchıs JC, Buil M, Benitez JC, Alburquerque-Sendın F (2008) Cross-sectional area of cervical multifidus muscle in females with chronic bilateral neck pain compared to controls. Journal of Orthopaedic & Sports Physical Therapy 38(4):175--180
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**Introduction**

Sacroiliac (SI) joint pain remains an underdiagnosed and under-recognized source of chronic low back pain, especially in degenerative/deformative spine disease. As advances in minimally invasive approaches have become popularized, new techniques and technology are evolving. Studies in MIS SI arthrodesis remain limited due to small cohort sizes and industry-sponsored bias.

**Objective**

The purpose of this study was to report upon a single-surgeon series and outcomes of patients undergoing primary MIS sacroiliac arthrodesis utilizing a technique highlighted by SI joint compression, SI joint preparation for arthrodesis, and autografting at a major academic institution.

**Methods**

Between 2013 and 2016, 52 patients were available for review after undergoing primary, unilateral SI joint arthrodesis via percutaneous joint decortication, application of autograft/allograft, and placement of a modified lag screw by a single surgeon. Prospectively collected data, including a VAS, SF-12, ODI, and other standardized clinical questionnaires were collected at the pre-operative visit and the 3 month, 6 month, 12 month, etc. postoperative visits. CT scans were evaluated for evidence of radiographic fusion with bone bridging from the sacrum to the ilium.

**Results**

46 of the 52 patients (88%) had complete follow-up including patient outcome questionnaires and CT scans at the one year postoperative mark. In this cohort, 92% of patients gained CT-proven evidence of bony fusion at an average of 9 months postoperatively. 94% of the operated sacroiliac joints remained revision-free at an average of 2.4 years. Post-operatively, patients exhibited significantly improved ODI and SF-12 functional scores at all time points (ODI: pre-op 73.3; 3-month 58.6; 24-month 50.2; p \< 0.01. SF-12: pre-op 31.4; 3-month 35.9; 24-month 37.1; p \<0.01). Back and leg visual analog pain scores decreased post-operatively by 57% and 70%, respectively (p \< 0.01). Median hospital stay was 1 day, median estimated blood loss was less than 50cc, and there were no recorded major complications.

**Discussion**

We report a large case series with standardized outcomes questionnaires and CT scans that demonstrate significant clinical improvement, decreased pain scores, and true arthrodesis in the vast majority of patients. This is a safe and effective technique for the appropriately diagnosed patient. This series highlights that excellent clinical outcomes and documented arthrodesis can be achieved by adhering to the 3 standard principles of arthrodesis: joint preparation, joint compression, and joint stability. It is clear that long-term studies of \> 1-2 years are needed to assess the durability of SI fusion surgery.

**Significance**

This is the largest single-surgeon series that looks at third-generation sacroiliac arthrodesis techniques. Additionally, this series also represents the largest SI outcomes case series that is not sponsored by device manufacturing companies.
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**Introduction**

Unilateral transpedicular screw fixation that passes through the neurocentral synchondrosis (NCS) can create scoliosis with the convexity on the side of the screw fixation. However, it remains unknown whether unilateral transpedicular screw fixation on the concave side could control the asymmetrical growth in NCS as well as halt the progression of scoliosis curve.

**Objective**

To evaluate the outcomes through implanting unilateral transpedicular screw fixation on the concave side in the porcine scoliosis model.

**Methods**

Twelve pigs were randomly assigned into two groups. In the control group, six animals received a sham operation without pedicle screw fixation. In the experimental group, six animals were treated with a single left (concave side) transpedicular screw placed across the NCS from T8 to T12. All animals were then observed for an 2-month period.

**Results**

There were no significant difference between two groups in the Cobb angle and vertebral rotation. After treatment with pedicle screws on the concave side, there were no significant progressions in the experimental group with regard to the Cobb angle (27.3±8.8° vs. 25.7±8.2°, P=0.137), vertebral rotation (19.1±7.1° vs. 17.6±8.4°, P=0.231) as well as the ratio of pedicle length between two sides (13.6±4.4% vs. 14.5±3.7%, P=0.311). Whereas in the control group, considerable progressions were found in the Cobb angle, vertebral rotation as well as the ratio of pedicle length between two sides (P\<0.05 for all). Moreover, the Cobb angle and vertebral rotation in the control group was significantly higher than in the experimental group (P\<0.05).

**Conclusions and significance**

Unilateral transpedicular screw fixation on the concave side can effectively control the asymmetrical growth in NCS as well as halt the progression of scoliosis curve.
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**Introduction**

Anterior vertebral body tethering is a recent surgical technique aiming for the early correction of scoliotic deformities. It uses growth modulation resulting from unilateral compression with a tether, which induces a sustained pressure on the vertebral epiphyseal growth plates (GP). Experimental studies have demonstrated that cyclic compression would be less damaging than sustained compression to vertebral soft tissues. Hence, it would be of interest to develop a prototype of anterior vertebral body tethering using cyclic compression (i.e. with time dependent amplitude).

**Objectives**

The aim of this study was to experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of cyclic anterior vertebral body tethering using a porcine model.

**Methods**

Two healthy Duroc pigs (female; 48-50kg) were placed, under anesthesia, in lateral decubitus and a posterolateral thoracotomy was performed. A tether, spanning from T7 to T10, was fastened at the T7 level and could slide in all the remaining screw heads. It extended further down to be connected to an external motor, which cyclically pulled the tether. Between T10 and the external motor, a sheath was placed around the tether (Bowden-type tether) and allowed for the force transfer to compress the instrumented segment. Two force sensors measured the tether tension while a force sensor was slid between the disc and the vertebral end plate at the mid-instrumented level (T8-T9) to verify the prototype ability to transmit compression inside the spine. The motor pulled on the tether cyclically (0.1Hz) at ±30% for the following mean amplitudes: 29N, 35N, 40N, 44N, 49N. Each mean amplitude test was repeated three times. After this experiment, the pigs were euthanized without awakening.

**Results and discussion**

The implant was successfully implanted, and the motor was able to compress the spine by pulling on the tether. The applied tether tension had, on average, a difference of -2% ±3.2% (standard deviation) compared to the tension imposed in the prototype. The frequency and amplitude of the tether tension were synchronized with the compression measured in the spine. However, a mean lag of 0.5s was observed between responses; it may be explained by the time it takes to tension the tether.

**Conclusions and significance**

This preliminary experiment shows that the cyclic compression of the spine of an animal similar to the pediatric human is feasible. It thus opens the door to further in vivo experiments on a larger time scale to study the growth plate mechanobiological response to the implant. Since researchers have demonstrated that soft tissues were altered under a static compression, this research is a step towards protecting these soft tissues while correcting the deformity with tethering based on cyclic compression.
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**Introduction**

Screw malposition during surgical treatment of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis remains an important issue due to potentially devastating effect of incorrect screw placement. CT - navigation technique is constantly developing method for improvement of treatment results.

Objective. To compare the correctness of transpedicular screw placement using the CT - navigated and "free-hand" techniques in surgical treatment of children with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.

**Methods**

96 patients at the age of 14-18 years with idiopathic scoliosis Lenke type I and V were surgically treated and their results were evaluated. Study group (n=66) included patients who were operated using CT - navigation system for transpedicular screws placement. In the control group (n=30) "free-hand" technique was used. Correctness of screw position was evaluated with postoperative CT and a scale proposed by S.D. Gertzbein et al.

**Results**

Total amount of screws was 1166 in the study group and 546 in control group. In the study group the were 96% of screws (1119) placed correctly, and only 4% (47) incorrectly. In the control group correct placement was found to be in 78% (426 screws) of cases, incorrect position took place in 22% (120 screws) which was statistically significant (p\<0,05). In the study group incorrect placement in the thoracic region was found in 4.8% of cases and in lumbar area in 2.5%. For the control group: 35.1% and 10.1% for the same areas respectively.

**Conclusion**

Navigation system is a useful tool which can significantly improve the results of surgical treatment of children with idiopathic scoliosis by increasing the amount of properly placed screws.

**Significance**

Specialized departments for spinal deformity correction should have a CT-navigation system and every spinal surgeon should be familiar with this technique as this significantly improves the final results of the surgery.

Keywords: idiopathic scoliosis, transpedicular systems, navigation, children.
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**Introduction**

New fusionless approaches are currently developed for the early treatment of scoliosis. With the objective of progressively correcting the deformation while preserving patient's mobility, a new implant (the "hemi-staple double") allowing the action on both vertebral growth plates (GP) was developed and tested on a pig model. Its global effects on the spine were experimentally characterized. However, its local effects have not been evaluated.

**Aims**

To characterize the histomorphometry of the porcine GP's for vertebrae instrumented with a double epiphyseal implant and for adjacent non-instrumented vertebrae.

**Methods**

Porcine vertebrae (T7-T9, from 11-weeks-old female pigs) previously instrumented for three months with a double epiphyseal implant (n=7) as well as control vertebrae (n=4) (Hachem B. et al., 2016) were prepared for growth rate (calcein injected one and seven days prior to sacrifice, GR) and for histomorphometric measurements including heights of the proliferative (PZH) and hypertrophic (HZH) zones, hypertrophic cells height (CH) and the number of proliferative chondrocytes per column (CNC). Each GP was analyzed in three regions: (1) non-instrumented; (2) central; (3) instrumented. The GR was calculated by measuring the distance between the two fluorescent calcein labels divided by six. Results were compared between the two groups for the three regions using a Student t-test (p\<0.05).

**Results**

For the control group, a GR of 10.1±1.5 μm/day was found for the three regions. For the instrumented group, a GR of 8.6±1.7μm/day was measured. A significant decrease of 19.1% in the GR for region 3 was found in the instrumented group (8.1±1.8 μm/day) compared to the control group (10.0±1.3 um/day). No significant difference was found for GR in regions 1 and 2 between the instrumented (9.2±1.4 and 8.4±1.8 μm/day, respectively) and control groups (10.4±1.3 and 10.0±1.8 μm/day, respectively). Moreover, there was no statistically significant difference for the PZH for all regions. Significant reductions of 11.5% and 9.7% were found in regions 2 and 3, respectively, for the HZH of instrumented (49.4±4.6 and 51.0±5.5 μm, respectively) vs controls (55.8±4.0 and 56.5±4.1 μm, respectively). No significant differences were found for the CNC and the CH when comparing instrumented with controls.

**Conclusion**

This study allowed confirming the growth modulation effect of the double epiphyseal implant and quantifying the reduced GR within the instrumented region. This was translated at the GP histomorphometric level by a significant reduction in the HZH, the less mechanically rigid GP zone and the most sensitive to mechanical loading. This information is important to improve and develop new implants impeding the progression of musculoskeletal pathologies.
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**Introduction**

One of the source the variability of angle of trunk rotation (ATR) could be the position of subject during the Adams forward bending test. The aim of the study was the assess the ATR variability related to the subject position.

**Methods**

The study comprised 97 children: 67 with idiopathic scoliosis (IS) and 30 healthy subjects, aged 9-18 years. In the scoliotic group the mean Cobb angle was 27.9° ± 13.1° for the thoracic and 23.6°± 11.2° for the lumbar spine, respectively. ATR was measured with Bunnell scoliometer during forward trunk flexion performed in standing position (Adams test). Maximal ATR value was evaluated for the proximal thoracic (Th1-Th4), main thoracic (Th5-Th12) and lumbar spine (L1-L5). The measurements were performed in the following variants of position: (1) forward bend using the reference position (feet placed at the hip width, hands joined, facing between feet), (2) forward bend in spontaneous position, (3) forward bend with feet parallel one against the other, (4) forward bend towards one foot, (5) forward bend with asymmetrical position of lower limbs in sagittal plane (sliding one foot 1 cm, 3 cm or 5 cm forward). For each subject and at each level of the spine (proximal thoracic, main thoracic and lumbar) the differences (changes) between ATR values measured in the reference position versus the foregoing variants were calculated. In each variant the difference was designated as ATR variability (∆ ATR).

**Results**

During forward bend towards the left foot the ∆ ATR was equal to or greater than 3° in 60% of subjects. There were no significant differences between ∆ ATR in proximal thoracic, main thoracic and lumbar spine for the habitual position (p=0.363) as well as during forward bend towards the right foot (0.277) or the left foot (p=0.635). The position of sliding one foot forward 3 cm or 5 cm resulted in ∆ ATR significantly higher in the lumbar than in the thoracic spine. There was no association between the position related ATR variability and number of curvatures, location of curvature, value of Cobb angle as well as skeletal maturity according to Risser (p\>0.05). In children with IS, the ∆ ATR was significant higher during forward bend towards left foot (p=0.023) as well as during sliding forward 1 cm the right foot (p=0.018) and the left foot (p=0.012) compared to healthy children.

**Conclusion**

Sliding forward one foot causes the greatest ATR change in the lumbar spine. The position related variability of ATR is not related to parameters of scoliosis. In children with IS the position related variability of ATR is greater than in healthy children.

**Significance**

In clinical practice one should take into account the subject position during Adams test.
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**Aim**

Scoliosis is a complex disease characterized by phenotypic heterogeneity with unknown etiology. Some forms of scoliosis, including adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), seem to have genetic contribution. Epidemiologic approach confirmed genetic involvement of AIS and suggested different type of inheritance. In this study, the aim is to identify the disease-causing gene by performing exome sequencing of affected candidates.

**Our hypothesis** is that AIS is a polygenic disorder and that AIS definitely involves several genes.

**Materials and methods**

The selected families were mostly French-Canadian and have at least two members with AIS with a Cobb Angle up to 15 degrees. We performed exome sequencing of at least two affected people in each family. Identified candidate variants were validated by Sanger sequencing, and we studied their segregation with the disease in each family. To prioritize genes for functional studies, we studied pathogenicity prediction using *in-silico* analysis.

**Results**

20 families were studied: 8 had recessive inheritance of AIS and 12 had dominant inheritance. Exome sequencing of recessive inheritance families lead to identify 9 genes with 2 rare variants as possible candidates. 25 genes with rare variants in at least 2 families and over-represented compared to control population were selected for dominant inheritance families. After confirmation by Sanger sequencing and segregation analysis, 13 genes were considered for future functional studies: FN1 and VLDLR for recessive inheritance families; CA4, CASP4, GLS2, LAMB3, OGFR, P3H1, PTGS1, SPATA31E1, SSPO, SIPA1L3 and TCEB3B for dominant inheritance families. Variants of 7 genes: FN1, VLDLR, CA4, GSL2, OGFR, PTGS1 and SIPA1L3, have been predicted pathogenic.

**Conclusion**

Selected genes are potentially involved in AIS and could play a role in spine development by affecting bones and cartilage morphogenesis. Molecular consequences of these selected genes will be validated *in vitro* using cellular model derived from AIS patients and *in vivo,* by introducing the mutations by CRISPR-Cas9 in zebrafish.

**Significance**

Finding causative gene of AIS will help us understand the etiopathogenesis of AIS.
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**Introduction**

Many investigators are realizing that the etiologies of thoracic AIS and lumbar AIS may be different. Some studies demonstrated that muscle development imbalance may be responsible for onset and progression of lumbar AIS. SOCS3 is one of the significant regulators of skeletal muscle development, and in vitro study showed that SOCS3 influences myoblast differentiation.

**Objective**

To investigate association between SOCS3 gene polymorphisms and the onset and progression of lumbar AIS and to further clarify its role in the regulation of SOCS3 expression in AIS patients.

**Methods**

Rs4969198 was genotyped in 476 lumbar AIS patients and 672 controls. The differences of genotype and allele distributions between patients and controls were calculated using Chi-square test. Paravertebral muscles were collected from 53 AIS, 23 congenital scoliosis (CS) and 18 lumbar disc herniation (LDH) patients. AIS patients were classified into three groups according to the genotypes of each SNP, and One-way ANOVA test was used to compare SOCS3 expression among different groups and genotypes.

**Results**

Patients were found to have a significantly higher frequency of GG than the controls (40.8% vs. 29.9%, OR= 1.36, p = 0.000), and the frequency of allele G was found to be remarkably higher in the patients than the controls (65.3% vs. 56.7%, OR= 1.15, p = 0.000). AIS patients had significantly less muscle expression of the SOCS3 than the CS patients (2.73 ± 2.17 vs. 4.62 ± 2.41, p=0.006) and the LDH patients (2.73 ± 2.17 vs. 4.12 ± 2.93, p=0.009). The SOCS3 expression was significantly correlated with the curve severity (r = 0.472, p = 0.014).

**Conclusions**

The SOCS3 gene is significantly associated with the development of lumbar AIS in Chinese population. Deceased expression of SOCS3 is associated

with larger severity of lumbar AIS.

**Significance**

This study indicated an unique etiology of lumbar AIS, which is different from thoracic AIS.
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**Introduction**

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) is a common spinal condition affecting 2-4% of the population.\[1\] The etiology of AIS is considered multifactorial but remains under investigation. Numerous recent studies have attempted to identify a single genetic etiology of AIS.

**Objectives**

The objective of this brief study is to assess current evidence of a single genetic cause of AIS, including strength of evidence of studies to date and also those of genome-wide association studies (GWAS).

**Methods**

The study followed the PRISMA guidelines for conducting a systemic review. An extensive search, selection of studies, assessment of risk-of-bias and level of evidence grading was completed. A literature search was conducted using the following terms: adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, scoliotic, spinal curve, genetic, gene, etiology, polymorphisms. Articles were then assessed for risk-of-bias using a scoring system, 6 being low risk-of-bias and 0 being high risk-of-bias. The level of evidence grading was completed using criteria from the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine. Based on the level of evidence, a grade of recommendation is provided on a scale of A (highest) to D (lowest).

**Results and conclusions**

From the search, 36 relevant articles were identified. After exclusions, 8 articles were included in the quantitative analysis; three had a risk-of-bias score of 4, three had a risk-of-bias score of 5 and two had a risk-of-bias score of 6. Next the level of evidence was assessed, a level of 2b was given for one of the articles and a level of 3b was given to the remaining 7 articles. All 8 articles received a grade of recommendation of B. Of the 8 studies analyzed, 4 of the studies are in favor of a genetic link for AIS and 4 studies are against. And 6 of the total 8 studies analyzed were GWAS.

Based on the available literature analyzed in this paper there is moderate evidence with a low risk-of-bias in favor of there not being a single genetic cause of AIS. There is also equally moderate evidence with a low risk-of-bias in favor of a genetic link with AIS but these studies were completed in Asian populations, accounting for a small percentage of phenotypic variance observed in AIS, leaving the etiology of the majority of AIS largely unknown. Therefore, further studies should be completed in broader populations to validate the observed gene associations to AIS.

**Significance**

The etiology of AIS being a single genetic cause is not supported by evidence to date.
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**Introduction**

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a three-dimensional spinal deformity closely associated with altered bone qualities. Improving bone qualities could be a potential treatment target to prevent curve progression. We previously investigated if whole body vibration could promote bone qualities in AIS girls, which the outcome was further enhanced by higher basal serum level of 25(OH) vitamin D (VitD). Osteoblasts are bone forming cell. Its descendent cells, osteocytes, transduce mechanical stimulation to biological signaling to orchestrate bone homeostasis. Therefore, we hypothesized that VitD could improve response of osteoblasts and osteocytes to mechanical stimulation in AIS.

**Objectives**

To characterize cellular activities of AIS osteoblasts and osteocytes under concurrent treatment of VitD and vibration.

**Method**

Patients-derived primary osteoblasts were isolated from iliac crest trabecular bone biopsies harvested intraoperatively from 10 AIS patients undergoing spinal fusion. The primary osteocytes culture were established by embedding the osteoblasts in 3D collagen type I gel for 7 days. The cells were with/without vibration (0.3g, 35 Hz, 20 minutes daily) under different concentration of 1α, 25(OH) VitD~3~ at concentration of 0, 0.01, 0.1 uM for 7 days. mRNA level of representative osteoblast and osteocyte markers were determined with qPCR.

**Results**

VitD increased the response of AIS primary osteoblast and osteocytes to vibration in a concentration-dependent manner as indicated by up-regulation of *Runx2, Alp, Spp1, Bglap* and *Vdr* in primary osteoblasts, and *Phex, Cx43* and *E11* in primary osteocytes. Significant difference was observed in Vit-D supplementation at concentration of 0.1uM.

**Discussion and significance**

This is the first study on the effect of VitD on the cellular response of AIS primary osteoblasts and osteocytes to mechanical stimulation. Our findings suggest that higher level of VitD could enhance the cellular response to mechanical stimulation, implying a sufficient serum VitD level might be important factor to bone qualities improvement in AIS patients.
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**Introduction**

Despite decades of research, there is no generally accepted theory on the physical origin of the severe spinal deformations seen in AIS. The prevailing theories tend to focus on left-right asymmetry, rotational instability, or the sagittal spinal profile in idiopathic scoliosis.

**Objectives**

The purpose of this study was to explore a new hypothesis suggesting that the curvatures seen in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) originate from restrained differential growth between the vertebral column and the surrounding musculo-ligamentary structures.

**Methods**

We test our hypothesis with a physical model of the spine that simulates growth, counteracted by ligaments and muscles, modeled by tethers and springs. Growth of the spine is further restrained by an anterior band representing the thorax, the linea alba, and abdominal musculature. We also explore literature in search of molecular mechanisms that may induce differential growth.

**Results**

Differential growth in the restrained spine model first induces hypokyphosis and mild lateral bending of the thoracic spine, but then suddenly escalates into a scoliotic deformity, consistent with clinical observations of AIS. The band simulating the ventral structures of the body had a pivotal effect on sagittal curvature and the initiation of lateral bending and rotation. In literature, several molecular mechanisms were found that may explain the occurrence of differential growth between the spine and the musculo-ligamentary structures.

**Conclusion**

While AIS is a three-dimensional deformation of the spine, it appears that restrained differential growth in the sagittal plane can result in lateral bending and rotation without a pre-existing left-right asymmetry. This supports the concept that AIS may result from a growth imbalance rather than a local anatomical defect.
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**Introduction**

The abnormal spinal overgrowth was confirmed in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) pts which may be attributed to secondary change. However, the growth velocity in different maturity status and the final length of lower limbs were not investigated in AIS pts.

**Objective**

To investigate if the growth pattern of lower limbs is altered in AIS patients.

**Methods**

This is a prospective analysis of AIS pts and asymptomatic subjects. The inclusion criteria for AIS were as follow: female, thoracic Cobb angle 20\~60°, age≥10y/o, with full-body images. Major Cobb angle, length of spine (LOS), length of lower limbs (LLL), height of pelvis (HOP) were measured. The following ratios were calculated: Ratio~SL~=LOS/LLL, Ratio~SP~=LOS/HOP, Ratio~PL~=HOP/LLL. The maturity statues was classified into 3 groups: pre-peak height velocity (PHV) defined as Risser 0 & Open triradiate cartilage (TC), during PHV (Risser 0 & closed TC), post-PHV (Risser≥1). The radiographic parameters and ratios were compared between different maturity status.

**Results**

A total of 49 AIS pts (mean age 13.4 y/o, Cobb angle 33.1°) and 30 asymptomatic adolescents (mean age 12.5 y/o) were enrolled. 20 AIS pts were Risser 0 and 29 Risser≥4, 18 normal subjects were Risser 0 and 12 Risser≥4. The Ratio~SL~ and Ratio~SP~ were significantly larger in AIS pts with Risser≥4 compared to the normal subjects (p=0.037 and 0.026, respectively), indicating longer final spinal length in AIS. While the Ratio~PL~ was similar between AIS and normal subjects in both Risser 0 and Risser≥4 group. The change of ratios from pre-PHV to post-PHV showed similar trends between AIS and normal subjects: the Ratio~SL~ and Ratio~PL~ were significantly smaller in during-PHV group (all p\<0.001), indicating that the PHVs of spine and pelvis are later than the PHV of lower limbs.

**Conclusion**

The final length of lower limbs was similar, while the peak growth of lower limbs is earlier than the pelvis and spine in both AIS and normal controls. The results indicated that the growth pattern of lower limbs is not altered in AIS patients.

**Significance**

This study found that the growth pattern of lower limbs may not be altered in AIS patients, indicating that length of lower limbs could serve as a potential reference value for AIS patients.
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**Introduction**

Osteoporosis is a major health condition characterized by low bone mass and diminished bone strength, leading to skeletal fragility and increase risk of hip, wrist and spinal fracture \[1\]. Osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures (VCF) of the spine is very common and at times underdiagnosed \[2\] and was found to be associated with the increased mortality, morbidity, and overall decline in quality of life in the elderly \[3\]. Studies have shown that osteoporotic patients with vertebral fracture had significantly higher thoracic kyphosis and lower lumbar lordosis in the spinal sagittal alignment profile \[4\]. However, the influence of vertebral fractures on whole-body compensatory mechanism, including pelvic retroversion and knee flexion, remains unclear. The aim of this study was to compare the global body sagittal alignment and quality of life in elderly osteoporotic subjects with and without vertebral compression fractures, and to investigate the relationship between the changes of these sagittal alignment with the severity of the fracture.

**Materials and methods**

A consecutive series of 72 osteoporotic subjects with BMD documentation were prospectively enrolled. Clinical assessment, including age, body height and weight, were recorded. Global sagittal alignment was taken with EOS^®^ low dose X-ray imaging system. The number and location of VCF were assessed, and the severity of VCF was evaluated by Spinal Deformity Index \[5\]. Measurement on global sagittal alignment was done by using T1 pelvic angle (TPA) and global sagittal angle (GSA) (Fig. 1). Quality of life assessment was completed for each subject by validated questionnaires: Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) and Short-form (SF)-12.

**Results**

The TPA and GSA were significantly correlated with SF-12 and ODI in osteoporotic patients. The patients with VCF were found to have significantly higher TPA and SVA. The number and severity of VCF significantly correlated with global sagittal alignment. Discriminative value for identification of patients with at least one VCF, assessed by Area Under the Curves (AUCs) was 0.661 and 0.766 for TPA and GSA, respectively. Using multivariate analysis, parameters significantly associated with abnormal global alignment (GSA) were the number (OR=2.96, P=0.01) and severity of VCF (OR=4.23, P\<0.0001) and age (OR=1.07, P=0.02) (Table 1).

**Discussion**

Similar to previous studies on adult spinal deformity, the parameters of TPA and GSA were significantly correlated with quality of life measurement in osteoporotic patients. In addition, there was differences in TPA and GSA found between osteoporotic patients with and without VCF. This is the first study to report deteriorated global alignment in osteoporotic patients with VCF. There was a negative effect of the number and severity of VCF on global alignment. Further longitudinal study based on these early findings with a larger cohort would be important in the future to define more quantitatively the relationship that might inform better the clinical prognostication, prevention and treatment strategy.

**Significance**

The osteoporotic patients with VCF had a worse overall global sagittal alignment. The number and severity of VCF are strong determinants of global sagittal balance. The osteoporotic patients with a poorer sagittal global alignment may imply more severe vertebral fracture. Based on our current result, the changes in global sagittal alignment may be a potential prognostic indicator for vertebral facture in osteoporotic patients.
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Table 1 (abstract P08).Comparisons between the patients with and without vertebral compression fracture (VCF) in terms of baseline characters and radiographic measurementsVariablesVCF\
(n=37)non-VCF\
(n=35)*p* valueAge (yrs)71.8±9.369.3±9.80.34BMI (kg/m^2^)23.3±3.724.2±3.80.12Lumbar spine BMD (g/cm^2^)0.849±0.170.791±0.130.02Femoral neck BMD (g/cm^2^)0.736±0.110.718±0.090.11T1 pelvic angle (°)26.6±10.916.5±7.4\<0.001Global sagittal angle (°)25.7±6.418.2±6.90.001

Fig. 1 (abstract P08).The T1 pelvic angle (TPA) is defined as the angle between the line from the femoral head axis to the centroid of T1 and the line from the femoral head axis to the middle of the S1 superior endplate. The Global sagittal angle (GSA) was defined as the angle formed by a line from the midpoint of the 2 distal femoral condyles to the center of C7, and a line from the midpoint between the 2 distal femoral condyles to the posterior superior corner of the S1 endplate
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**Introduction**

Spinal deformities such as scoliosis, hyper kyphosis, increased or decreased lordosis as well as marked back asymmetries are all potential sources of spinal pain. The measurement of 3D spinal posture and mobility is important for both the clinical and research context (epidemiological and clinical studies). Within clinical practice, monitoring changes in back shape and spinal mobility over time is fundamental for patients with spinal pain. Although various techniques are available to measure spinal posture and kinematics in a research or lab-based environment, there is still a need for a less expensive, portable, mobile-based application, to record 3D spinal posture and mobility with precision and accuracy.

**Objective**

The main aim of this study was to validate a novel 3D imaging and surface topography mobile App to assess spinal posture and mobility.

**Participants**

Twenty-five volunteers (16 males, 9 females, age range of 21- 45 years) with no history of spinal pain participated in this study.

**Instrumentation**

In this study we have used the commercially available IPad based 3D mobile scanning tool 'Structure Sensor^TM^' to capture the shape of the back as well as the whole participants' body. This sensor consists of two different cameras (Color video (red-blue-green) and the depth camera). This sensor along with the normal IPad camera provides real-time anatomical landmarks and reconstructs the whole back and body shape using the triangulation method.

**Procedure**

For each subject, an optical motion capture system and 3D mobile scanning tool were simultaneously used to capture three trials of standing, bending forward, backwards, bilateral side flexion and rotation. The 3D mobile data was then processed in the open source software to measure lumbar lordosis, thoracic kyphosis, bilateral side flexion and bilateral rotation. These variables were also measured for the optical motion captured data using commercially available Vicon software.

**Result(s) and discussions**

Comparison of the mean results between the two measurement systems in standing showed no statistically significant differences in lumbar lordosis, thoracic kyphosis, lumbar flexion and thoracic flexion (p value 0.35, 0.14, 0.18 and 0.45). Side flexion of lumbar and thoracic spine also showed statistically non- significant difference. For rotation, the two devices yielded significantly different group mean values and the limits of agreement were unacceptably wide (-35^0^ to 39^0^; -26^0^ to 61^0^; -50^0^ to 95^0^ and 24^0^ to -63^0^). The authors believe that these results may have been caused by different methods of angle calculation between the app and vicon.

**Conclusion(s) and significance**

The app has been shown to be valid for the measurement of most variables measured. Given that it is inexpensive, extremely portable and simple to setup, this tool has a high potential to be used within clinical practice for monitoring spinal posture and mobility in the sagittal and frontal plane.

**Keywords:** Spinal posture, mobility, ROM, surface measurement, depth camera, mobile application
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**Introduction**

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a 3D spinal deformity. Spinal flexibility is an important parameter to assist treatment planning for children with AIS. Although ultrasound (US) imaging has been proposed to estimate spinal flexibility, it is not always available in most of scoliosis clinics. On the other hand, low-dose bi-planar EOS system is becoming common to image scoliosis. This system allows 3D reconstruction of spine that provides 3D deformity information which may allow clinicians to estimate spinal flexibility.

**Objective**

To investigate if 3D reconstruction parameters from the EOS system were able to estimate spinal flexibility on children with AIS.

**Methods**

Forty-two (35 F; 7 M) AIS subjects were recruited. All subjects had the biplanar EOS images as well as scanned by a delicate US machine in two positions including standing and maximal prone side-bending either only toward right or left, or both sides. One trained rater reconstructed all 42 EOS images. Three parameters including the posteroanterior (PA) Cobb angle, the maximal axial vertebral rotation (AVR), and the sagittal balance either on the thoracic (kyphosisT1/T12) or lumbar (lordosis L1/L5) regions were obtained after reconstruction. The same rater measured the proxy Cobb angle on standing and side-bending US images. Spinal flexibility was calculated based on the equation: (proxy PA Cobb -- proxy side bending) / (proxy PA Cobb). The thoracic and lumbar regions were analyzed separately. A step-wise linear regression analysis was used to find the association of the 3 parameters with flexibility and the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) were reported.

**Results and discussions**

Sixty-three curves were identified on both EOS reconstructions and US images. The PA Cobb angle, AVR, kyphotic angle (KA), and lordotic angle (LA) at the thoracic and lumbar regions were (24.9±0.2, 7.9±4.5, 29.4±12.0), and (23.4±8.7, 8.2±5.1, 48.9±10.3), respectively. For the thoracic region (n = 40), the r values for Cobb, AVR, and KA associated with the flexibility were -0.60, -0.28, 0.21, respectively. For the lumbar region (n =23), the r values for Cobb, AVR, and LA were -0.72, -0.34, -0.26, respectively. Since the Cobb is the strongest predictor for the flexibility, using the Cobb + AVR, Cobb + KA and Cobb + AVR + KA provided the r value -0.60 for all 3 models. Similarly, for the lumbar region, the r value for Cobb + AVR, Cobb + LA and Cobb +AVR + LA was also -0.72.

**Conclusion and significance**

Among the 4 parameters, the Cobb angle showed a moderate association with the spinal flexibility based on the lateral bending method. As the AVR, kyphotic angle and lordotic angle more described the deformity in transverse and sagittal planes, they may reflect the flexibility in the other 2 planes. Therefore, future study should use ultrasound to capture the spinal information while subjects rotate along the gravity axis to the right and left as well as bend forward and backward.
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**Introduction**

Several studies have reported abnormalities in biochemical, electromyographic activity (EMG) and histological changes of paraspinal muscles in AIS patients. However, these studies only had qualitative data without the comparison with healthy controls. Change of muscle mass and mean density at the lumbar region have also been described for scoliotic spines. All these findings suggested that imbalance of paraspinal muscles in AIS patients could be a contributing factor to the development of more severe scoliotic curve.

**Objectives**

To investigate and compare any morphological differences in paraspinal muscles between AIS patients with different curve severities and healthy controls.

**Methods**

T2-weighted MR images with multi-planar reconstruction were acquired in 64 Chinese female adolescents including AIS girls with primary right-side thoracic curves (17 mild to moderate, 24 severe curves), and 23 age-matched controls. In AIS subjects, measurements of the paraspinal muscles were taken on both concavity and convexity of the scoliotic curve starting from two vertebral levels above and two vertebral levels below the scoliotic apex. Morphological assessments of the multifidus (MF) and erector spinae (ES) muscles on both sides were made including signal intensity, area and fat deposition using ROI based approach, manual tracing and thresholding technique respectively. Same parameters were measured in healthy controls at matched vertebral levels. Ratios were taken as concave/convex (for AIS) or left / right (for controls). One-way ANOVA test with Post Hoc test of Bonferroni correction was used for comparison. Cobb angle was correlated with anthropometric parameters using pearson correlation test.

**Results & discussion**

In AIS, signal intensity was significantly higher at the multifidus of paraspinal muscles on the concave side, when compared with the controls. Higher ratios of signal intensity and fatty components were noted within the concave muscle when compared with the convex side (P-value \<0.01). A significant correlation was found between Cobb angle and signal intensity within the concave muscle at the apical level.

**Conclusion & significance**

Increased signal intensity and fatty components are asymmetrically present in the paraspinal muscles at the apex level in AIS. Our results showed higher intensity in paraspinal muscle at the concavity of the curve in AIS when compared with controls. There was also significant linear correlation between abnormal muscle signal and scoliotic curve. Above features are suggestive of altered muscle composition in the concave paraspinal muscle, possibly due to distortion and prolonged stretching of the paraspinal muscle caused by the spinal deformity.
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**Introduction**

The Maastricht brace (M-brace) was developed to improve patient compliance and associated efficacy of brace treatment in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). The main features are an anterior closure, elastic thoracic pelotte and comfortable material, so the emphasis is on wearability and comfort for the patient, whilst retaining corrective pressure function. Initial pressure measurements in the M-brace revealed a higher corrective pressure as compared to the Boston brace, and a better patient reported quality of life as measured with the SRS 22 and Brace questionnaire. Earlier results of the efficacy in terms of curve correction of the M-brace in AIS were promising, with an average in-brace curve correction of 48%. The aim of this study was to evaluate the end-term radiological results of patients treated with the M-brace, with a minimum of one year follow up after stop of brace wearing.

**Methods**

All patients with AIS and a Cobb angle between 25 and 45 degrees, who had been treated with the M-brace since January 2011, were included in this retrospective single-center study. The correction effectiveness of the brace was evaluated by comparing the primary curves on standing postero-anterior full spine radiographs with and without M-brace. The end-term correction of the Maastricht brace was defined as the primary curve measured on standard postero-anterior full spine radiographs taken one year after stop of brace wear. The effectiveness of bracing was defined as prevention of curve progression necessitating surgical intervention.

**Results**

A total of 39 patients were included. There were 31 patients with a primary thoracic curve, 8 patients with a primary lumbar curve. The predominant Lenke classification was type 1 (21), 2 (7) and 3 (8). The average primary curve Cobb angle was 35.2° ± 9.7°. The average primary curve angle in bending x-rays was 14.9° ± 6.8°. In the M-brace the primary curve was 24.2° ± 8.3°. This is an in-brace correction of 46%. The average primary curve Cobb angle at end-term of bracing was 37.7° ± 12°. There were 9 patients in whom the curves progressed to surgical magnitudes during brace wear. Therefore, the effectiveness of bracing primary thoracic adolescent idiopathic scoliosis with the M-brace was 77%.

**Conclusions and significance**

These first end-term results demonstrate an overall adequate correction effectiveness with the M-brace, with end term results comparable to those of the Boston brace in literature. Future compliance research is imminent in order to objectify the expected wearability and comfort.
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**Introduction**

Considering implementation of computerized models which predict the functional behavior of the brace a priori, questions are raised as why these same computerized methods cannot be used to manufacture the brace.

There is much interest in using Additive Manufacturing (AM), a 3D printing method, as this approach is a minimal hands-on very accurate method that may generate brace with a very short technician involvement time (as little as 0.5-2.5 hours). However, to make full benefit of AM the brace needs to be designed for manufacturing with AM in addition to being designed to provide the proper constraint forces.

Traditionally manufactured braces are made of Polyethylene (PE). Many original AM materials have less endurance, are more brittle, and have less flexibility and rigidity than PE. However, there are many new AM materials which compare favorably to PE.

**Objectives**

This study was motivated by the goal to develop a brace manufactured using AM with an optimal AM material that generates the same constraint forces as a traditional brace made of Polyethylene.

**Materials and methods**

Data of a patient's torso and spinal geometry was used in a prior validated spine Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model to predict the maximum allowable brace deformation for the patient (18.57 mm). Computer Aided Design (CAD) was employed to create a computer model of the brace design. The design was optimized with cut-outs to remove unnecessary material and further proper patient breathing and derotation of the spine. Various AM materials were investigated and mechanically tested to determine the optimal one. The AM and traditional brace were designed so that the deformation does not exceed 18.57 mm thereby generating the needed constraint forces. A brace was constructed using AM (Fortis 900®, Stratsys, Inc.) and tested in the laboratory to validate the FEA and determine the brace response.

**Results and discussions**

Polylactic Acid (PLA), a biomaterial, was found to be the best AM material. The FEA prediction for the AM brace thickness was a 2.5 mm. The thickness of the traditional brace was 4 mm. The surface area and hence weight of the AM was 56% less than the traditional brace. For the AM brace, the laboratory testing indicated a 7% difference between the FEA deformation (18.57 mm) and the testing (17.19 mm).

**Conclusion and significance**

Both AM and traditional designs will generate the proper constraint forces to maintain spinal correction. But AM design is thinner (2.5 mm vs. 4 mm) and hence less weight. It was constructed with a short technician time (0.5 hours) and had 56% less material while allowing for better breathing and rotation of the torso.
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**Introduction**

Several studies have been published demonstrating predictors of failure in bracing of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). Initial correction magnitude, age of onset, curve pattern, curve magnitude before peak growth and low Risser scores before bracing have all been described as predictors. However, there are few studies describing the effect of prior vertebral rotation on brace effectiveness. The Maastricht brace (M-brace) was developed to improve patient compliance and associated efficacy of brace treatment in AIS. The main features are an anterior closure, elastic thoracic pelotte and comfortable material use. Because of the thoracic elastic pelotte, a stronger vector force is expected to control thoracic rotation.

**Methods**

All patients with mild to moderate AIS, who had been treated with the M-brace between January 2011 and 2015, were included in this retrospective single-center study. The correction effectiveness of the brace was evaluated by comparing the primary curves on standing postero-anterior full spine radiographs with and without M-brace. The success of bracing was defined as prevention of curve progression necessitating surgical intervention. The rotation before and in bracing was objectified using the Nash-Moe classification, ranging between 0 (no rotation) and 4 (more than 90° rotation). Other radiological parameters in the anteroposterior and sagittal profile were also evaluated and included in the statistical analysis to rule out other possible predictors of failure.

**Results**

A total of 39 patients were included. There were 31 patients with a primary thoracic curve, 8 patients with a primary lumbar curve. The predominant Lenke classification was type 1 (21), 2 (7) and 3 (8). The average primary curve Cobb angle was 35.2° ± 9.7°. The average Nash Moe classification was 1.3 (0.8). The average primary curve angle in bending x-rays was 14.9° ± 6.8°. In the M-brace the primary curve was 24.2° ± 8.3°. The average primary curve Cobb angle at end-term of bracing was 37.7° ± 12°. There were 9 patients in whom the curves progressed to surgical magnitudes during brace wear. In these 9 patient the average Nash-Moe score was 2 (0.5), significantly higher than the effective brace population (1,1 (0,7), p \< 0.05). The average primary curve cobb angle within this group was also higher, with an average of 44.7 (9.6) compared to 32.5 (9.3, P\< 0.05). There was a striking difference between the Thoracic Sagittal modifier, averaging a smaller cobb angle of 13.3 (8) compared to the effective brace population of 20.6 (11.1), P\<0.05.

**Conclusions and significance**

The predictors of failure in bracing adolescent idiopathic scoliosis are important in determining for which patient it is useful to undergo a brace treatment. This research emphasizes that patients with a Nash-Moe classification of 2 or more at time of diagnosis, high cobb angle and low thoracic sagittal modifier should be monitored more closely because of risk of progression.
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**Introduction**

Bracing treatment is often recommended for non-dystrophic NF1 scoliosis since it is similar to the idiopathic curve. The vertebral modulation has been widely found in non-dystrophic NF1 scoliosis, defined as the tendency of acquiring dystrophic changes during longitudinal follow-up. However, the association between vertebral modulation and rapid curve progression during bracing treatment in NF1 scoliosis is rarely reported.

**Objective**

To investigate the curve evolution of patients with NF1 scoliosis undergoing bracing treatment, and to evaluate the association between vertebral modulation and rapid curve progression in NF1 scoliosis.

**Method**

The patients were regularly followed up for at least 2 years at an interval of 4-6 months and those patients who presented vertebral modulation were included in this study. The age, Cobb angle and rate of curve progression were measured for each visit. Vertebral modulation was observed in all patients, of which the age was recorded. The rapid curve progression phase was defined as \>10°/y.

**Results**

A total of 15 patients with average ages of 7.1±2.1 years at initial visit and 9.9±2.2 years at the last follow-up were enrolled. The average Cobb angle were 42.7±10.1 ° at initial visit, which increased to 61.7±14.4 ° at the last follow-up. 10 patients finally underwent surgery intervention and the remaining 5 patients were still under observation. The average age of modulation was 8.4±1.8 years. The average rate of curve progression was 5.1±0.6°/y before modulation and 10.2±2.4°/y after vertebral modulation, respectively (P=0.001). Totally, 0 and 10 patients were identified to be with rapid curve progression phase before and after modulation, and significant difference was found between 2 groups (P\<0.001).

**Conclusions**

The patients with non-dystrophic NF1 scoliosis are in a high risk of rapid curve progression after vertebral modulation. The vertebral modulation during bracing thus serves as a trigger for rapid curve progression in non-dystrophic NF1 scoliosis.
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**Introduction**

The traditional method in fabricating a brace for treating Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) requires significant labour. A novel approach to design a brace with real-time feedback involving a custom brace design frame and ultrasound scanner to measure scoliotic curvature has been developed. To improve fabrication efficiency, usage of a 3D handheld scanner to acquire the surface contours of the patient's torso is proposed. This study proposes to evaluate the accuracy and precision of this technology before applying it in scoliosis clinics.

**Objective**

To evaluate the accuracy and precision of the 3D Spectra Scanner along different dimensions at varying scan distances to acquire body shape.

**Methods**

A 3D Spectra Scanner was used as the torso scanner to determine its accuracy and precision. A set of 3 Optitrack Prime 13W motion capture cameras with a calibrated accuracy of 0.10mm were used to capture specific dimensions on the torso to compare with the Spectra Scanner. Five linear dimensions including A) maximum lateral distance from waist-to-rib (103mm), B) waist thickness (105mm), C) waist depth (132mm), D) vertical distance between axilla and ASIS (240mm) and E) maximum brace length (495mm) were measured on a patient foam mold. Three scan distance ranges 1) close 26-38cm, 2) optimal 38-48cm and 3) far 48-58cm based on light indicators were tested. For each measurement, the distance between two 6.8mm reflective markers which were placed on the torso was calculated from the Optitrack and Spectra scanner software. Five scans were performed at a scan distance with 5 dimensions and each measured five times, coming to 375 (5 x 5 x 3 x 5) measurements. Root Mean Squared (RMS) of deviations between motion capture and scanner measurements were used to determine accuracy.

**Results and discussions**

The average accuracy of each measurement was a)0.97mm, b)3.31mm, c)1.46mm, d)1.25mm, e)4.92mm. The precision of each measurement was a)1.08mm, b)1.08mm, c)0.85mm, d)0.83mm, e)3.23mm. The largest dimension had the poorest accuracy at 4.92mm while the smallest dimension had the best accuracy at 0.97mm. Probability value for mean accuracy (Ap) and precision (Pp) with two tail Student T-Test between close/optimal (Ap=0.80, Pp=0.30 \>0.05), close/far (Ap=0.43, Pp=0.16 \>0.05), and optimal/far (Ap=0.70, Pp=0.37\>0.05) scan distances showed no significant difference. The results demonstrated 3D scanner accuracy is length rather than scan distance dependent. Further study evaluating the (X,Y,Z) components of each dimension would be valuable for brace construction.

**Conclusions and significance**

The accuracy and precision of Spectra 3D scanner are 4.92mm and 3.23mm overall. Accuracy and precision are not scan distance dependent, but accuracy is length dependent. These findings provide confidence for orthotists to use the 3D scanned torso in building orthosis either manually or applying 3D printing technology. Further clinical efficiency study is needed.
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**Introduction**

Bracing is a proven non-surgical treatment for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). Currently, in-brace Cobb angle (CA) is used to predict treatment outcomes. However, the association of the in-brace CA correction with in-brace apical axial vertebral rotation (AVR) or torsion corrections of the treated curves are unknown. Torsion is defined as the maximum AVR of curvature divided by half of the number of vertebrae within the curve. Understanding the associations may help orthotists to design a better brace.

**Objective**

To investigate if in-brace Cobb angle correction was associated with in-brace apical axial vertebral rotation (AVR) correction or in-brace torsion correction at the first follow-up clinic.

**Methods**

26 children with AIS (21 F, 5 M) were retrospectively extracted from our clinical records with ethics approval. The inclusion criteria were a) 10-16 years, b) Risser \< 3, c) maximum CA 20^o^-40^o^, and d) prescription of full time TLSO with no prior bracing. Pre-brace and in-brace posteroanterior radiographs were used to extract CA, AVR based on Stokes method, and torsion of the treated curve. Pearson correlation was used to determine the association between in-brace corrections of (a) CA vs. AVR, (b) CA vs. torsion, and (c) AVR vs. torsion for both entire group and subgroups analyses. Six subgroups were categorized with mild and severe for CA and AVR, as well as small and large number of vertebrae within the curve (NVC), respectively. The thresholds in categorizing the 3 parameters were based on the corresponding average value of the pre-brace measurements from the entire group.

**Results**

For the entire group, the average in-brace CA, AVR and torsion correction were 46±23%, 14±91% and 7±87%, respectively. The Pearson correlation for (a), (b) and (c) analyses were R^2^ = 0.05, 0.03 and 0.96, respectively. No correlation was found between in-brace correction of CA with AVR or torsion. AVR and torsion correction had strong correlation. Regarding the subgroups analyses, for the mild CA (\<29^o^, n = 14) and severe CA (≥29^o^, n = 12), the R^2^ values for (a), (b) and (c) were 0.07, 0.03, 0.94 and 0.03, 0.02, 0.97, respectively. The lateral curve severity has no effect on the correction of the in-brace CA with AVR or torsion. For mild AVR (\<5, n=14) and severe AVR (≥5, n=12), the R^2^ values for (a), (b) and (c) were 0.30, 0.38, 0.96 and 0.39, 0.38, 0.94, respectively. However, for both (a) and (b), a positive and a negative association were found in the mild and severe AVR groups, respectively. For small NVC (≤6, n=10) and large NVC (\>6, n=16), the R^2^ values for (a), (b) and (c) were 0.25, 0.20, 0.99, and 0.11, 0.08, 0.97, respectively. Length of curve has no effect on the correction of the in-brace CA with AVR or torsion.

**Conclusion**

Orthotists focus on in-brace CA correction while designing TLSO. There was no strong association between in-brace CA correction with in-brace AVR or torsion correction.
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**Introduction**

Recently, international consensus was reached to systematically monitor patient-related outcomes (i.e. patient-reported outcome measures \[PROMs\] and clinician-based outcome measures) in deformity surgery for adolescents and young adults (AYA) with idiopathic scoliosis. Current studies are mainly based on radiographic outcomes and Cobb angles. Evaluation of outcome domains that matter to patients is recommended (e.g. functioning and health-related quality of life), but often remain underexposed.

**Objective**

To evaluate the two-year follow-up patient-related outcomes in AYA with idiopathic scoliosis undergoing spine deformity surgery.

**Method**

A single institution consecutive cohort study in The Netherlands. Since March 2014 all patients undergoing scoliosis surgery are systematically monitored over time and registered in an online web-system, which is connected to the patients' electronic file. Routinely, relevant patient characteristics, radiological, and peri-operative parameters are reported. PROMs used: ODI (functioning), SRS22r and EQ5D (health-related quality of life), NRS (0-10; back and leg pain). Improvement over time (preoperative, 1-year and 2-year follow-up \[fu\]) in AYA, aged ≤25years, is evaluated with repeated measurement ANOVA (p\<0.05). Clinical relevancy of PROMs is determined by published minimal clinical important changes (SRS22r) and by satisfactory symptom state comparable to healthy persons (ODI≤22). Clinician-based outcome measures were post-operative complications and revision surgery. The institution\'s review board approved the study and an opt out procedure was applied as ethical approval for this study was not required.

**Results and discussion**

91 patients with AYA idiopathic scoliosis were included for analysis (age 15.4years \[SD2.6\], range 12-25; females \[n=72; 79.1%\]), with primary Cobb of 56.1° (SD9.1). The majority had a Lenke type 1 (t1 n=42 \[46.2%\]; t2 n=16; t3 n=13; t4 n=5; t5 n=6; t6 n=6; not reported n=3). PROMs response rate at 2-year fu was 70.5% (91/129). Preoperatively, the non-responders did not differ from those who completed the PROMs at fu. Except for leg pain (F~\[2,89\]~=0.84; p=0.44), all PROMs showed a similar pattern; significant improvement up to 1-year fu and maintenance of results between 1 and 2-year fu. At 2-year fu 82 (90.1%) reached satisfied symptom state comparable to healthy persons (preoperatively n=73 \[80.2%\]) and 68 patients reached relevant improvement on SRS22r self-image (74.4%). 7 complications (7.7%) occurred in 7 patients of whom 1 patient (1.1%) required revision surgery for non-union.

**Conclusion and significance**

After spine deformity surgery AYA with idiopathic scoliosis improve significantly on all outcome domains and reach a relevant improvement in functioning and self-image. As scoliosis surgery is regarded as high complex care, continuous and standardized outcome monitoring is important to improve the quality of spine care, which is the basis for value-based spine care.
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**Introduction**

In AIS surgery, it is unclear if pre-countoured patient-specific (PS) rods (based on digital planning using preoperative x-rays) are associated with an alignment advantage compared to conventional manually contoured (C) rods.

**Objective**

Evaluation whether PS rods are associated with more physiologic sagittal alignment and less rod contour change when compared to C rods.

**Methods**

Retrospective single-surgeon study of consecutive patients before and after use of PS rods. Operative AIS cases with either PS rods (n=21) or manually contoured C rods (n=20) and 1-year follow-up were included. Calibrated digital pre- and postoperative x-rays were assessed for spinal alignment and rod contour change (Δ: 1year-immediate postoperative x-rays for maximal rod deflection distance \[MRDD\] and angle of tangents to rod endpoints \[AT\]) using t-tests.

**Results and discussion**

There was no significant difference between PS and C groups in terms of age (mean: 15 vs 14.8 years), female gender (76 vs 85%), body mass index (21.7 vs 21.4 kg/m^2^), Cobb angle (57.1 vs 54.8°), pelvic incidence (49.5 vs 50.0°), sagittal parameters, surgery duration (201 vs 206 minutes), number of fused levels (10.2 vs 9.4), rod material (Titanium alloy rods: 81 vs 65%), rod diameter (6.0 vs 5.8 mm) and surgical complications (1 wound dehiscence vs none), respectively (all p values \> 0.05). Postoperative x-rays showed no statistically significant difference in Cobb angles (13.7 vs 13.6°), thoracic kyphosis (27.1 vs 24.4°), lumbar lordosis (55.8 vs 57.6°) and rod contour change (ΔMRDD: 1.1 vs 1.4 mm; ΔAT: 1.8 vs 3.1°), respectively (all p values \> 0.05). In patients with thoraco-lumbar (TL) fusion (n=13 in each group), postoperative TL angle (T10-L2) was significantly lordotic in C group (-7.3°) compared to PS group (-0.3°, p\<0.001).

**Conclusion and significance**

In this study PS and C rods were generally associated with comparable sagittal spinal alignment and rod contour change 1 year after AIS surgery. The only exception was spinal TL junction, which was hyperlordotic in C group due to suboptimal positioning of thoracic and lumbar curves during manual rod contouring. This finding can be considerable in terms of its potential contribution to long-term risk of junctional disorders in AIS patients.
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**Introduction**

Treatment of IS attempts to alter the natural history of this disease and prevent future problems in adulthood. However, there is limited information on the effects of treatments on QoL & back problems in middle aged IS patients.

**Objectives**

To evaluate QoL in middle aged IS patients and compare this with an age matched reference cohort without scoliosis.

**Methods**

IS patients, treated during childhood between 1978-1996 at the Amsterdam OLVG hospital, were selected from a historic database and contacted to participate in this study. Patients were treated with Boston brace or operated by Harrington spondylodesis at least 20 years ago. They were send a digital questionnaire focusing on back pain(Oswestry Disability Index) & QoL(SF-36). SF-36 was compared with a local age matched reference cohort(N=4172) in Amsterdam (mean age 43 yrs).

**Results**

Currently 183 patients completed the questionnaire of the 402 eligible patients. Patients(81% women) had an age of 43±3.6yrs with a follow up of 28±4yrs. 136 patients were brace treated(BT) and 47 were surgically treated(ST). BT patients had a Cobb of 32°±12 at end of treatment. Age at surgery was 16±3.1yrs with a Cobb of 57°±10 before surgery. At early adulthood, Cobb of the BT and ST group were 34°±14 and 35°±12, respectively. 70% of BT and 83% of the ST patients had back pain with a ODI of 9±10 and 19±19, respectively. Scores on the SF-36 domains were all lower in ST cohort compared to the BT cohort and were significant in 6 of the 8 subscales(P\<0.03). Significant differences were larger than minimal clinically important differences. Compared to the reference cohort, BT patients had lower scores in 5 domains. Only the vitality subscale was significant(62±17 vs 69±19;P=0.005). The ST patients had significant lower scores(P\<0.01) on all subscales compared to the reference cohort with exception of mental health. The differences in social functioning score(65±23 vs 85±22;P=0.002) and emotional role limitation score(58±32 vs 83±32.3;P=0.001) were the largest.

**Conclusions**

The study confirms that IS is a chronic disease with a serious impact on QoL in adulthood. Despite frequent back pain, pain intensity was not severe. Overall, Boston BT patients had better QoL scores compared to Harrington ST patients.
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**Introduction**

3D Stereo-photogrammetric measurements allow evaluating posture and movement quantitatively. Unfortunately, up to now, this approach has been bounded to research or big rehabilitation centres with large facilities. Undoubtedly, ease of use, ultimate portability and reduced costs could be key points for the spread diffusion of this technology into the clinical rehabilitation field.

**Objectives**

This paper aimed to study the clinical applicability of a new developed self-calibrated, portable, opto-electronic stereo-photogrammetric device.

**Methods**

124 healthy subjects (57 females, 67 males), have been simultaneously analysed by using two different opto-electronic devices. Specifically, new portable and a standard lab version of the recently proposed integrated stereo-photogrammetric opto-electronic system named ***G.O.A.L.S***.^1^ Both the systems present a 3D reconstruction error below 1mm. The standard lab configuration system is equipped with 6 infrared cameras (0.3Mpix, 100 fps) allowing a large working volume. The portable is equipped with 3 infrared cameras (0.3Mpix, 120 fps) in a fixed configuration factory self-calibrated rig bar, but working on a smaller volume. The 3D raw data acquired by both the systems have been processed with the ***ASAP 3D Skeleton Model***^***1***^ biomechanical and clinical software. The limitation of the portable device is that only one side of the patient at a time can be analysed. However, a specially developed anatomical calibration procedure has been developed to provide, from the measures of the patient's backside only, also an estimate of the head and pelvis 3D poses and dimensions. Five static acquisitions lasting 2 seconds each in the natural orthostatic condition have been simultaneously acquired with the two devices using a well-established 27 body landmarks clinical protocol for posture and 3D spine shape analysis. Averages and S.D. of the acquired series have been computed, and six main postural parameters have been extracted. Postural characteristics were compared for each variable of interest, applying a set of paired t-Tests with a significance level of α\< 0.01.

**Results and discussion**

Both raw differences and t-Test on all the considered clinical parameters demonstrated the full agreement of the two devices measurements. Absolute raw differences values resulted clinically irrelevant and always below 1 S.D. unit.

The sources of the found differences are related to two main factors. The first is connected to the different calibration procedures applied to the two systems. The second could be referred to the not synched different acquisition rates, so, the natural postural oscillations of the subject are measured in slightly different moments of time.

**Conclusions and significance**

The two systems resulted in being equivalent in the analysis of posture and spine morphology, demonstrating the clinical usefulness of the portable system. This latter presents a series of advantages: self-calibrated, easy to transport and to install even in small rooms, relatively low cost. Thus, it can open the possibility to spread the quantitative 3D posture and spine shape assessment by the stereo-photogrammetric approach, even on small diagnostic and rehabilitation centres. Screenings in different populations are also possible.

^1^Bioengineering & Biomedicine Company srl - Pescara
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**Introduction**

The relationship between sports and spinal disease (spinal deformities and back pain), is a continuous debate. The International Society on Scoliosis Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Treatment (SOSORT) guidelines for the conservative treatment of scoliosis highlight the benefits of sports practice but clearly state that sports cannot be considered a treatment. In contrast, for many years some sport has been recommended and even prescribed by specialists as a specific treatment for spinal disorders, while others have been banned as dangerous.

**Objectives**

To verify if the practice of a recreational sports discipline at a rate of 2-3 hours/week induces significant postural changes in healthy adolescents.

**Methods**

To this aim, the postural characteristics of 4 groups of teenagers (11-17 years old) have been compared. A no sport control group (n = 32); 3 groups of adolescents practicing regular training at a rate of 2-3 hours/week, respectively soccer (n = 30), karate (n = 17) and swimming (n = 13). All such groups were homogeneous by age and BMI.

Subject's full body posture including 3D spine shape reconstruction, using a well-established 27 retro-reflective markers suitably located on anatomical landmarks protocol, has been measured by using a non-ionising 3D optoelectronic stereo-photogrammetric system named *G.O.A.L.S*. The 3D raw data acquired have been processed with the ASAP 3D Skeleton Model biomechanical and clinical software. A total of 9 postural and spine shape parameters have been considered for the comparison.

A set of one-way unbalanced ANOVA p\< 0.05 has been applied to check differences in each considered postural parameter among the groups. When the ANOVA gave a significant result, post-hoc comparisons have been performed.

**Results and discussion**

No differences were detected among the 4 groups for all postural parameters, except for the sagittal Global Offset (p = 0.000546). Post-hoc comparisons revealed a statistically significant difference between the control group and either the karate group (p=0.000451) or the swimming group (p=0.041) presenting these latter a more forward global offset (μcontrol = -5.8, μkarate = -32.3, μswimming = -24.7). Conversely, no differences were found between control and soccer group.

**Conclusions and significance**

The considered recreational sports activities at a rate of 2-3 hours/week do not produce significant benefits or drawbacks in postural and spine shape parameters. The results confirm the SOSORT guideline in that, sports practice produce benefits, but as we found these studied activities are not specific for posture, so, they should not be considered a treatment. At the same time, no one of the investigated sport should be seen as contraindicated or dangerous for the posture or spine disorders. The found results have to be confirmed with larger population samples and different sports. Future study will involve sports activity performed at a higher intensity for the agonistic level.
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